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INT. A TEENAGER'S CRUDDY BEDROOM - DAY

IGOR GRABOWSKY, a grubby 18-year-old with spiked-out hair
thrashes power chords on his Stratocaster, screaming --

IGOR
"Whether I'm right, or whether I'm
WRONG! Whether I find a place in
this stinkin' world or never BEEE-
LONG..."

EXT. APARTMENT BUILDING, HOBOKEN - DAY

Igor's amplified guitar assault rattles windows. Mothers cover
the ears of their infants. Dogs howl in the streets.

IGOR (O.S.)
"I gotta be me, I GOTTA BE ME!"

A Jersey Power & Light utility truck pulls up. Out steps Igor's
dad, JIM GRABOWSKY, wearing a hard hat.

MR. GRABOWSKY
Igor? IGORRR! TURN IT DOWN!

BACK TO IGOR

The door opens. His dad's hard hat whizzes across the room,
skims Igor's head, flattening his spiked-out hair.

IGOR
Watch the hair, will ya?

MR. GRABOWSKY
What the hell is wrong with you! You
wanna get us kicked out of here?

IGOR
(re-spiking hair)

C'mon, Dad. Nobody ever got kicked
out of Hoboken! But I'm gonna get
out of this dump. I'm gonna be a
star some day 'cause I got a dream,
and I got --

MR. GRABOWSKY
Talent? I'm sorry, Igor, but...you're
guitar playing and singing pretty
much suck. I thought you knew that.

IGOR
(shrugs)

So I ain't got much talent. But I
still got...something! Um, I think.
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EXT. SIDEWALK IN HOBOKEN - DAY

A la Saturday Night Fever, Igor struts past Gap Ad types and
old folks who sneer at him. Revels in the negative attention.

He stops in front of a small record shop, decked out in red,
white and blue bunting. Two PUNK ROCK GROUPIES approach him.

GROUPIE #1
You're Igor Grabowsky, ain't you?

IGOR
Call me Crud. That's my band's new
name. We're playing Heebie Jeebies
tonight. 

GROUPIE #2
You're like, almost famous!

IGOR
Almost? Ha! We're gonna be huge.

(confiding)
I got a fool-proof plan. Remember
how Puff Daddy or Puffy-something
got rich, re-mixing old 80s songs,
rap-style? I'm taking real classics --
stuff by Sammy Davis, Sinatra, other
dead guys -- and punking them up.

GROUPIE #2
Wow, you're...a musical genius!

Igor peers over his glasses at her, grins. FIRECRACKERS go off
in background. He scratches a zit, thinks.

IGOR
Maybe I'll blow somethin' up too.

GROUPIE #1
Blowin' up shit is cool!

GROUPIE #2
Yeah, I mean, isn't that what the
Fourth of July is all about?

They all nod in agreement.

CUT TO:

INT. BACKSTAGE, "HEEBIE JEEBIES" - NIGHT

The Groupies are tying the tips of Igor's hair spikes around
FIRECRACKERS. The other BAND MEMBERS appear skeptical.
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IGOR
I'm telling you, record companies
are always looking for something
new! You ever see anyone explode
stuff on their head at a gig?

The Drummer and Bass Player shake their heads no.

INT. "HEEBIE JEEBIES" - NIGHT

An eclectic mix of body-pierced, tattooed punks and Gap clones
rub elbows as Igor's band takes the stage to scattered applause.
He throttles the mike stand and screams --

IGOR
Welcome to the MELTDOWN! We're, um...
um...shit, I forget.

DRUMMER
Crud.

IGOR
Uh, yeah. We're Crud, man! And we're
gonna ROCK-A-HULA! One-two-three-
four!

The band slams into their punk version of "I've Gotta Be Me."
The crowd BOOS. Igor cuts the band off, yells at the audience.

IGOR
We're trying to play, you...you bunch
of mindless SHEEP!

(the crowd BOOS louder)
What, you want us to sell out? You
want me to rap, do it hip-hop?

(the crowd CHEERS)
You're all a bunch of phonies, man!

(points at PUNK)
You think you're so cool with your
tattoos and pierced nipples! You
ain't no different than him --

(points at GAP CLONE)
And I got news for you. A few years
from now, you're all gonna be OBSOLETE
before you even know it!

GAP CLONE
Shut up and play, you moron! Your
rant doesn't even make any sense!

PUNK
Yeah! Or blow somethin' up!

The crowd CHEERS and BOOS. Igor pulls out a lighter.
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IGOR
You want fireworks? You got it!

He lights the FIRECRACKERS on his head. The band launches into
another number as the fuses burn down. Then BLAM, BLAM, BLAM...

The crowd goes nuts as Igor snaps his head to and fro while the
firecrackers explode. He sniffs, smells something BURNING.

IGOR
HELP! MY HEAD'S ON FIRE!

He whacks his head, dislodging firecrackers that EXPLODE in the
crowd. Chaos breaks out as pushing turns into a brawl between
punks and Gap clones. 

The Bass Player grabs a CYMBAL from the drum set and BASHES the
flames on Igor's head to put the fire out.

IGOR
Thanks, man...uh-oh.

He keels over with a confused look plastered on his face.

DISSOLVE TO:

INT. IGOR'S BEDROOM - NIGHT (10 YEARS LATER)

The room hasn't changed but at 28, Igor has. Receding hairline,
scraggly beard, beer belly. The spark is gone. 

He blinks at the TV: PAULINE, a perky VJ, appears with a fuzzy
PHOTO of Igor behind her. A big question mark covers his face.
The TV caption says: "10 YEARS AGO TODAY: CRUD HAPPENS."

PAULINE (ON TV)
Upon regaining consciousness, Igor
Grabowsky was arrested for setting
off fireworks without a permit. His
band's unpredictability earned them
a cult following and lucrative record
deal offers. However, the contracts
stipulated that Igor would have to
set his head on fire at all future
concerts.

(pauses)
Sadly, he refused and Crud faded
into obscurity. We'll be back after
a word from our new sponsor, Lifestyle
Consultants, who ask: Where will you
be ten years from now?

The "POWER TV" LOGO appears as Igor flicks off the TV.
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INT. "MUSIC-TEK" CHAIN STORE, HOBOKEN MALL - DAY

Wearing an "OUT TO LUNCH" T-shirt, Igor slouches behind the
sales counter, watching customers on the security monitors. 

At the computer, WAFFLEHEAD, a college kid with a mass of
flattened frizzed-out hair, taps his NAME TAG and looks at Igor.

WAFFLEHEAD
You forgot something. You don't wanna
tee off Hess again.

IGOR
Right. Like I need this to remember
who I am.

He takes his name tag out, glumly stares at it: "HELLO! I'M
IGOR, ASSISTANT MANAGER - MAY I HELP YOU?" 

MUFFINHEAD, a young black guy with a huge Afro, shows Igor a
promo poster. It says, "THE NEW RAT PACK RULES! GET THE 411 ON
TOUR DATES AT WWW.POWERMUSIC.COM!"

MUFFINHEAD
Where do you want it?

IGOR
Anywhere. I don't care.

(looks at poster)
That the rap and hip-hop remixes of
Sinatra and Sammy Davis tunes?

MUFFINHEAD
It's hot, man! Take the classics,
update them. Great gimmick, huh?

IGOR
Tell me about it.

(frowns)
Man, I'm sick of this business.

WAFFLEHEAD
Maybe you should check those guys
out.

He points across the mall. Igor looks offscreen at --

"LIFESTYLE CONSULTANTS & DEVELOPERS, A POWER INC. COMPANY"

A WORKER on a ladder installs a CAMERA above the entrance. Other
workers set up an interactive VIDEO KIOSK in the waiting area.
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WAFFLEHEAD
Their web site says LCD helps clients
plan new careers. And they do image
makeovers too!

Igor scratches his beard. The phone RINGS.

MUFFINHEAD
(holds phone up)

Yo, Igor! It's Yo-Yo.

IGOR
I'll take it in back.

INT. LOW-RENT APARTMENT - DAY

On hold, YOLANDA PEREZ sits on her unmade bed with an electric
bass guitar, sucking a big dill pickle. Mid-20s, jet black hair.
Not a classic beauty, but sexy in her own way.

YOLANDA
I must got spring fever, Igor.

IGOR THE DOG, a scraggly mutt with spiked-out hair, just lies
there on some sheet music and a tattered "CRUD" T-shirt.

YOLANDA
(into phone)

Hi-ya, Crud! Whatcha up to?

INT. MANAGER'S OFFICE - INTERCUT PHONE CONVERSATION

As he talks, Igor picks his nose and wipes his finger on the
name plate of "BARRY HESS - MANAGER."

IGOR
Working, Yolanda. And stop calling
me Crud. I hate that name.

YOLANDA
(looks at dog)

But if I call you Igor, then it's
gonna confuse the other Igor.

IGOR
You should've thought of that before
you named him after me!

(sighs)
So what did you want?

YOLANDA
I got an itch. I need you to come
over and, you know...
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IGOR
Jeez, can't it wait?

He hears LAUGHING at the counter area, yells out the door.

IGOR
YOU CAN HANG UP NOW, MUFFINHEAD!
Sorry. What were you saying?

YOLANDA
I NEED IT NOW, CRUD! Take an early
lunch break. Or else find yourself
another girl!

She bites into the pickle with a loud CRUNCH.

IGOR
Okay, okay!

(hangs up)
Sheesh. So much for romance.

INT. OUTSIDE MUSIC-TEK ENTRANCE - DAY

Igor walks up to Wafflehead and Muffinhead as they gaze at --

FELICIA STONE, a striking blonde beauty, perfect in every detail.
So perfect in fact, her smile looks programmed as she supervises
workers in front of the LCD offices.

WAFFLEHEAD
That's Felicia Stone, the Branch
Manager. I told her I might sign up.

Felicia smiles at them. Igor glances back inside Music-Tek.

IGOR
Great. We're watching them. They're
watching us. And nobody's watching
the freaking store!

He spots TWO WHITE KIDS in "gangsta" outfits, slipping CDs into
their baggy pants. They nonchalantly bop towards the exit. Igor
steps in front of them.

KID #1
You're in my way, grunge-dude.

IGOR
Boosting CDs, eh? Hand 'em over or
I'll call security.

KID #1
You need a hearing aid? I said move.
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KID #2
Check out his tag. He must be FORTY
and he's just the ASSISTANT manager!

The Kids laugh and trip the STORE ALARM as they bolt into...

INT. THE MALL - CONTINUING

Igor chases them, huffing as shoppers dodge out of his way.

IGOR
Think I'm old, huh! I'll show ya!

As Igor gets within arm's reach, they reverse direction. He
skids, turns and runs harder.

IGOR
Besides, I'm only twenty-eight!

The Kids look back and drop the CDs. Igor slips on one, CRASHES
into the ladder. 

He moans as Felicia looks down and sees Igor's head and arms
sticking out through the mangled rungs.

FELICIA
Are you all right?

IGOR
Um, yeah. Sorry about wrecking your
ladder. I'm kind of accident prone.

As she helps him up, he notices a BARCODE tattooed on the back
of her hand. He picks up the CDs and sheepishly backs away.

IGOR
Don't worry, I ain't gonna sue...um,
unless you think I should.

FELICIA
No, I don't think that's necessary.

IGOR
Okey-dokey then. See you around.

Felicia nods, studying him as if he was a mutant life form.

INT. MUSIC-TEK - CONTINUING

Igor walks in, brushing himself off. The boys look alarmed.

MUFFINHEAD
Hess came in early! Where's your
tag?
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Igor looks down, sees it's missing. BARRY HESS, mid-20s, attired
in futuristic Gap wear, strides towards the sales counter. 

Wafflehead and Muffinhead stand side-by-side, shielding Igor
behind their huge heads of hair. But Hess senses something is
amiss, parts their heads and stares at Igor's shirt.

HESS
You lost another name tag?! That
does it. I'm demoting you. You're
back on inventory and order entry.

Igor looks with dread at the computer on the counter.

HESS
You do know how to use the new data-
base system, don't you? If not, you
better look for employment elsewhere.

Hess strides to his office. Igor trudges over to the computer
and hits some keys. Nothing happens. He glares at the blank
screen, hearing the refrain from an old Beck song --

ON STORE STEREO
"I'm a loser, baby...so why don't
you kill me...I'm a loser, baby..."

IGOR
Will someone change that damn song.
It's so...nineties!

WAFFLEHEAD
Problems with the program, Igor?

Wafflehead leans over and hits a key to bring up the ORDER ENTRY
PROGRAM for him. Igor checks his watch and SLAPS his forehead.

IGOR
Yolanda! She's gonna kill me.

Igor frantically types away. He pauses to delete a mistake and
stares at the LCD entrance as the "Loser" song fades out.

EXT. POWER TOWER (FORMERLY THE EMPIRE STATE BUILDING) - DAY

SMILING YOUNG TURKS with "Happy Power" buttons on, pass a mammoth
plexiglass "POWER INC." logo. On their headphones, they each
listen to the same motivational spiel --

FRANK'S VOICE
You are what you FEEL, so SMILE! You
are WINNERS! You can have it all...
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INT. FRANK'S OFFICE, TOP OF POWER TOWER - DAY

FRANK POWER, cocky, charismatic, and notoriously cheap, peers
into a TELESCOPE... 

He scans the decaying piers and train yards of Hoboken across
the Hudson River. The intercom BUZZES.

SECRETARY (O.S.)
The Hoboken Mayor and City Councilmen
are here, Mr. Power.

FRANK
Splendid! I'll be right with them.

He springs up with a weird glint in his eyes and surveys a wall
of VIDEO MONITORS, showing his empire of music companies, movie
studios, TV stations and casinos.

FRANK
Think MEGA-POSITIVE and say YES!

He marches past a poster-size "Wired" magazine cover shot of
him that says: "WHAT WILL MEGA-MOGUL FRANK POWER REMAKE NEXT?"

INT. CENTRAL CONTROL, POWER HEADQUARTERS - DAY

The MAYOR and COUNCILMEN, all in their 50s and 60s, are awed by
the technology as they walk through the Power nerve center...

Dozens of smiling employees man computer stations in front of
wall screens that show global maps and streaming data.

FRANK
The entire world changes in a day
now, and those who cannot keep up,
will be led by those who do...

(points at WALL SCREENS)
Instant snapshots of the public mood!
And the mood is not good, gentlemen.
People are worried about the future,
troubled by the present, and long
for the tranquility of the past.
They yearn for leaders with vision.
Strong leaders like us. Well fellas,
we got a plan that will knock their
socks off!

INT. POWER CONFERENCE ROOM - LATER

Frank smiles and paces as YESMAN, his aptly-named assistant,
hands thick PROPOSALS to the seated Hoboken officials.
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FRANK
I started out with nothing but the
rights to old TV shows, movies and
records that everyone thought were
worthless. Isn't that so, Yesman?

YESMAN
Yes, sir. But Mr. Power proved his
critics wrong by repackaging the
material for a whole new generation
of consumers. It's all detailed in
his autobiography, "The Power of
Mega-Positive Thinking." 

FRANK
That's right. And I can do the same
for Hobroken. Ahem, Hoboken. But if
it's Ho-broken, let's fix it!

YESMAN
Our studies show redeveloping cities
can be a win-win situation for all
of us. However, it will require
manpower with specialized training.

FRANK
Gentlemen, I think you'll agree that
young people today lack the drive
and skills it takes to be productive
members of society, let alone Hoboken.

The old guys nod. The WALL SCREEN flashes with STATIC, then
shows teenagers aimlessly wandering through the mall.

FRANK
The young and the useless. But bring
them to LCD and we'll give them better
jobs and a brighter future. We'll
give your city a new image, a new
attitude, and a new name: Liberty
Gardens!

A MODEL "RETRO-CITY" descends from the ceiling. It looks like
Bedford Falls in "It's A Wonderful Life." The Councilmen love
it, but the Mayor warily leafs through the thick proposal.

MAYOR
Mr. Power, as a young man I sold
used cars for a living. So you're
trying to sell a salesman who's been
around the block a few times. But
you may have something here. Give us
two weeks to digest all this mumbo-
jumbo and we'll hold a hearing on
the proposed zoning changes. I'll
tell you this though...
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ON WALL SCREEN: Igor looks into the camera as he hurries out of
Music-Tek. He checks his watch and smacks into a shopper.

MAYOR
If you can do something with the
likes of that, you got my vote.

Frank and the others laugh, but Yesman gives it serious thought.

INT. FRANK'S OFFICE - LATER

Frank squints into the telescope, while Yesman checks his notes.

YESMAN
Sir, the Mayor may be on to something.
What if we put an LCD client on the
fast track and build an ad campaign
around him to promote our products?
We could personalize our corporate
agenda for maximum marketing synergy.

FRANK
Hmmm. I like it.

(makes phone call)
Felicia? Frank Power here. I just
had an idea. I want you to find
someone to dramatize the effectiveness
of our LCD program -- a Poster Boy,
if you will.

INT. FELICIA'S OFFICE - INTERCUT WITH FRANK

Felicia nervously nods as she speaks on the phone.

FELICIA
I'll get right on it, Mr. Power.

FRANK
Please, call me Frank. I think it's
time we got to know each other better.
How about dinner tonight?

FELICIA
Mr. Power, I don't know what to say --

FRANK
Say YES! I'll pick you up at seven.

He hangs up, squints into his TELESCOPE and emits a low "GRRRRR"
as he focuses on: Yolanda dressing in front of her window...
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INT. YOLANDA'S APARTMENT - SAME TIME

Yolanda slips into a NURSE'S AIDE UNIFORM while Igor puts on
his jockey shorts and watches her dress.

IGOR
I bet some pervert in the city is
enjoying his view right now.

YOLANDA
Good. Maybe he'll show a little more
excitement than you. Although you
did pick it up a notch or two at the
end.

She grins and pushes him back on the bed, kissing him.

IGOR
What can I say, I'm a stud. I better
go though, or Hess is gonna screw me
up the ass. Man, I hate that job.

YOLANDA
Then quit. Start playing music again.
You used to be really good!

Igor goes to pick up his clothes, but Yolanda's mutt is lying
on them. He yanks his clothes out from under the dog.

IGOR
Yolanda, I'm stuck in a dead-end
job, I still owe my folks the bucks
they lent me for college before I
flunked out, and I'm almost thirty!
And you wanna know why my life is
such a mess? STUPID MUSIC!

YOLANDA
I was just trying to help. Lately,
all you do is whine about what a
mess your life is. Well, do something
about it.

Igor SNIFFS his shirt and gives the dog a dirty look.

YOLANDA
You've changed, Crud.

IGOR
No, I haven't.

YOLANDA
Then maybe you haven't changed enough.
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Igor goes to give her a goodbye kiss. Yolanda gets a whiff of
his dog-scented shirt, pushes him away.

YOLANDA
I gotta split. Will ya do me a favor?

EXT. HOBOKEN PIERS - DAY

Igor tugs on the mutt's leash, waving a POOPER-SCOOPER in vain
as the dog lies down and refuses to budge.

IGOR
C'mon, you dumb mutt! You're gonna
make me late and get me fired!

He sits on the bulkhead, stares at the STATUE OF LIBERTY. He
hears an old tune in his head --

SAMMY DAVIS (V.O.)
"I'll go it alone, if that's how it
must be. I can't be right for somebody
else, if I'm not right for me...

IGOR
Yolanda's right. I gotta do something.

He stands, holding the pooper-scooper like Lady Liberty's torch.

IGOR
Maybe all I got is spit and a dream,
but I can still be whatever I want!

SAMMY DAVIS (V.O.)
"I've gotta be free! Daring to try,
to do it or die, I'VE GOT TO BE ME!"

IGOR
I just gotta figure out what that
is.

He sits and scratches his head with the pooper-scooper.

INT. THE MALL - FRONT OF LCD OFFICE ENTRANCE

Eating YOGURT, Igor spots his NAME TAG on the floor. He picks
it up, sees the INTERACTIVE VIDEO KIOSK in the waiting area.

FRANK (ON VIDEO)
Are you stuck in a dead-end job?
Uncertain about the future? Then
you've come to the right place.
Welcome to Lifestyle Consultants! 

(MORE)
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FRANK (ON VIDEO) (CONT'D)
Find out where the best career
opportunities are. The best places
to live and work. How we can match
you with prospective mates...

A TOUCH SCREEN MENU appears. Igor presses "MATE-SEARCH." 

FELICIA (ON VIDEO)
Through science, we now know that
feelings and emotions such as "love"
are actually caused by complex
chemical reactions in the brain...

FELICIA (O.S.)
May I help you?

The real Felicia is behind him, holding a cup of YOGURT. Her
plastic smile melts as Igor does a double-take.

IGOR
Oh, hi. It's you! I, um...I wanted
to find out more about LCD.

FELICIA
We're looking for people who truly
want to change their lives. Do you?

He nods. Felicia goes to an information rack and returns with a
slew of APPLICATION FORMS.

FELICIA
Come back after you fill these out.

(hands FORMS to him)
I can't promise you anything, so
don't quit your day job just yet.

IGOR
Gotcha. I'll hang in there!

(looks at her yogurt)
Hey, we got something in common too.
We both like yogurt!

As he leaves, it dawns on her: could this be their Poster Boy?

INT. EMPLOYEE LUNCH ROOM - MUSIC-TEK - CONTINUING

Igor slaps his name tag on the table, while Hess eats a BURRITO.

IGOR
There. So am I un-demoted now?

HESS
Too late. 

(MORE)
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HESS (CONT'D)
I ordered a new tag for you, and it
doesn't say Assistant Manager.

He tosses Igor's tag in the garbage with the rest of his burrito.

HESS
You're low man on the scrotum pole,
so you get the worst duties I can
assign! Take the garbage out with
you.

IGOR
I don't have to take this! I'll --

HESS
What, quit? Go ahead.

IGOR
I won't quit until I'm ready. Call
me a chump if you want, but at least
I still got my dignity!

Igor slings the trash bag over his shoulder. The bag LEAKS
garbage down his back, while a hip-hop remake of "That's Life"
by Sinatra segues into...

INT. MUSIC-TEK - "THAT'S LIFE" MONTAGE

Igor's BROOM knocks over a life-size BRITNEY SPEARS DISPLAY. He
picks it up and stands there with his hands over her tits.

INT. EMPLOYEE REST ROOM DOOR - MONTAGE

Igor holds a TOILET BRUSH as Hess emerges, fanning fumes away
with a "Fortune" magazine that has Frank on the cover.

INT. LCD OFFICE ENTRANCE - END MONTAGE

Igor stares at the ELECTRONIC SIGN as it scrolls, "CHANGE YOUR
LIFE NOW." He looks like hell, but exudes hope -- and a strong
odor as two pretty SALES CLERKS pass by, holding their noses.

INT. KITCHEN, THE GRABOWSKY APARTMENT - NIGHT

Igor fills out LCD forms at the table, while his grey-haired
mom, MRS. GRABOWSKY washes dishes. Mr. Grabowsky, fat and bald
now at 56, grabs a beer from the fridge.

MRS. GRABOWSKY
Igor needs you to fill out some forms,
dear. He's applying for a new job!
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MR. GRABOWSKY
About time. What kind of job is it?

IGOR
I dunno exactly, yet.

MR. GRABOWSKY
Seems to be the story of your life.

(picks up FORM)
Look at this: "When and where do you
plan to retire?" They even wanna
know which TV shows we watch and
what we eat! Why do they wanna know
about us?

IGOR
It's probably market research. Like
those warranty surveys when you buy
something new! Pretty smart, huh?

Igor taps his noggin with the wrong end of the pen, leaving
black ink marks on his forehead.

EXT. DINNER CRUISE ON "THE SPIRIT OF NEW JERSEY" - NIGHT

As the ship sails up the Hudson River, Felicia leans on the
railing and looks towards Hoboken. She seems a little down.

FRANK
I thought a dinner cruise might be...
romantic. Your database profile says
you like boats. Is something wrong?

FELICIA
I'm flattered you asked me out. But
being back at the mall reminds me
who I used to be. A nobody. I wasn't
even asked to the Hoboken High prom.

FRANK
You're not Felicity Stein anymore.

(touches her shoulder)
Did you take your pills today?

FELICIA
No, I was busy and...That explains
it. I have a slight serotonin
imbalance!

FRANK
The behavior modification programs
must be followed religiously, or
they lose effectiveness. And I should
know. I tested them on myself first,
with a few unexpected side effects.
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FELICIA
Side effects?

Frank grins, moving his arm down around her waist. Felicia
glances down at his crotch. Her eyes go wide.

FRANK
Yes, I'm priapic! You can look it up
back at my place. GRRRRR...

FELICIA
(slips away)

I don't think I need a dictionary to
figure that one out. Perhaps some
other time...Frank.

Frank grins like a wolf as a TRAIN WHISTLE blows in Hoboken.

EXT. WAREHOUSE, HOBOKEN TRAIN YARD - NIGHT

A FREIGHT TRAIN chugs by a ramshackle warehouse. LOUD PUNK ROCK
rattles the walls as BUMS shuffle away, hands over their ears.

INT. WAREHOUSE - SAME TIME

Guitarist AXE GRINDER, a scary-looking lesbian, SCREAMS --

AXE
FUCKING MEN JUST WANNA GET LAID... 
WELL FUCK 'EM ALL, FUCKING MEN!

Yolanda stops playing and waves her hand. SHEENA, the drummer,
SUZY on keyboards, and Axe stop playing.

YOLANDA
Axe, it's a little crude, even for
us.

AXE
The song's about fuckin' men. I'm
not gonna sell out and change it.

YOLANDA
I'm just saying you should write ONE
song without "fucking men" in it!

AXE
"Martha Stewart Must Die" has only
one fucking men line in it.

YOLANDA
I know, but people take her Gracious
Living Super Lady bullshit seriously.
They don't get the joke. It's too...
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AXE
Esoteric?

YOLANDA
Yeah. Anyway, not all guys are jerks
who want us to be Martha Stewart by
day and Pamela Anderson at night.
Take Crud, for example. He ain't
like that.

AXE
(spits)

Igor ain't like normal men.

INT. LIVING ROOM, THE GRABOWSKY APARTMENT - MORNING

Mrs. Grabowsky shuffles through mail, then sees Igor in a suit
that's hopelessly out of style. He carries a beat-up BRIEFCASE.

MRS. GRABOWSKY
My, you look...better!

(hands him LETTER)
Why do you keep getting these mailings
from the Head Injury Foundation?

IGOR
Beats me, Ma.

Still looking at the letter, Igor BANGS his head on the door.

INT. LCD WAITING AREA - DAY

The electronic message board scrolls, "LCD WILL CHANGE THE WAY
YOU THINK!" as Igor walks up to the RECEPTIONIST, a younger
clone-like version of Felicia.

RECEPTIONIST
Welcome to LCD! May I help you?

IGOR
Yeah, I filled out my application --

He puts his briefcase on the desk and tries to open it, but
it's locked. He thinks, then fumbles with the combination.

IGOR
Been awhile since I used it...

No luck. Frustrated, he grabs a LETTER OPENER from the desk and
attempts to pry it open. He hands it back to her, bent in half.

IGOR
Any chance you got a chisel?
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She shakes her head. Igor places the briefcase on the floor and
JUMPS UP AND DOWN on it, while a VIDEO CAMERA in the corner of
the ceiling zooms in on him.

INT. LCD COUNSELOR'S OFFICE - LATER

Igor has the squashed briefcase on his lap as he listens to the
COUNSELOR, a Frank-like yuppie.

COUNSELOR
Mr. Grabowsky, many people have their
hearts set on a specific goal in
life. But that can be a liability if
one has unrealistic expectations.

IGOR
Not me -- I don't have any specific
goals! I guess that's good, huh?

The Counselor looks with dismay at Igor's mangled application.

COUNSELOR
In your case, it could be a plus.
Would you consider relocating?

IGOR
Somewhere like Seattle? Or Austin? I
hear Austin's pretty hip.

COUNSELOR
I was thinking of someplace with
less formidable competition. Perhaps
a primitive country. You might even
be considered advanced in their
society.

IGOR
Yeah, I'd be -- I'd be like a god!

COUNSELOR
"God" isn't a career option. Come
with me. We need to run some tests.

IGOR
For what?

COUNSELOR
(goes to door)

Intelligence, psychological profiling,
and genetic evaluations...among other
things.
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INT. LCD TESTING & DIAGNOSTICS ROOM - DAY

Igor sits in a testing chair, stripped to his jockey shorts,
while TECHNICIANS tape ELECTRODES to Igor's head and nipples.
From a cage on the lab counter, a sedate CHIMP studies Igor.

IGOR
What's with the monkey?

TECHNICIAN #1
Oh, him. He's being transferred.
Retired circus performer with lots
of bad habits. Too old to retrain.

Technician #2 holds up a huge NEEDLE, jabs it into Igor's arm.

TECHNICIAN #2
We need a sample to test for diseases
and check your genetic make-up. It
helps us weed out undesirables.

Technician #1 hands Igor an electrode with a RUBBER RING on it.

TECHNICIAN #1
Please put that around your penis.
We have tests that identify sexual
dysfunctions. If you're normal, you
have nothing to worry about.

The chimp CLAPS. Igor frowns, reaches into his shorts with it.

IGOR
Do all the clients go through this?

TECHNICIAN #2
Only the marginal ones. To be honest,
some of this is in the experimental
stage. It's in the waiver you signed.

TECHNICIAN #1
You can begin now, Mr. Grabowsky.

Igor squints at the computer. Where it says, "RACE:" he enters,
"H-U-M-A-N" and glances at the chimp, who covers his eyes.

INT. FELICIA'S OFFICE - SAME TIME

Felicia is on the phone, reviewing Igor's file with the
Counselor. Her VIDEO MONITOR shows Igor in the testing room.

FELICIA
Sir, I believe I've found a possible
candidate for our poster boy. Would
you like to meet him?
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INT. FRANK'S OFFICE - SAME TIME

On the phone, Frank sees Felicia on his wall screen.

FRANK
Yes! I'm on my way.

He hangs up. Yesman hands him SALES REPORTS and CLIPPINGS of
reviews for really bad Power movies, TV shows and records.

YESMAN
The grosses on our remakes are at
record highs, sir. Unfortunately,
the critics don't think much of them.

FRANK
Then we'll just have to buy out those
rags and replace any hack who persists
in negativity.

Frank dumps the reviews in the trash and smiles at the reports.

YESMAN
One of those nuts even said you'd
probably turn "King Kong" into a
Broadway show! Imagine that, sir.

FRANK
Hmmm...KONG: THE MUSICAL! Get
marketing on it, pronto.

YESMAN
Sir, I'm no expert on Broadway, but
don't we need a script and songs?

FRANK
It doesn't matter. With the right
stars and a little hype, I can sell
the suckers out there anything!

Frank looks out his window at Hoboken, as an updated version of
an old Kinks song, "King Kong," fades in...

EXT/INT. BLACK JAGUAR - MOVING - DAY

"King Kong" plays on Frank's car stereo as he drives through
Hoboken with Yesman. Frank makes up his own words, singing --

FRANK
"I'm King Kong and I'm big and long,
and I can STOMP anybody that gets in
my WAAAAY!" God, I love this song!
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At a stop light, he sees a "LIBERTY GARDENS DEVELOPMENT PROJECT"
sign. Behind it, bulldozers level the old mom-and-pop stores.

FRANK
Are the acquisitions completed?

YESMAN
We've hit a snag, sir.

(points at rest home)
The owner won't sell until all the
patients have been relocated. It
sits in the middle of the proposed
mega-plex site.

FRANK
Let's offer to move the old bags to
one of our retirement villages.

YESMAN
They're full, sir. The patients are
living longer than projected.

FRANK
Damn. Can't we put bunk beds in?

YESMAN
Climbing in and out of bunks could
be tough on the elderly, sir.

The light changes. Frank SNAPS his fingers and drives off.

FRANK
I've got it, Yesman. That cheap land
I picked up near the toxic waste
dump? It's perfect for a new Golden
Pond retirement village!

EXT. PARKING LOT - HOBOKEN REST HOME - DAY

Wearing a nurse's aide uniform and whistle, Yolanda paces in
front of OLD FOLKS in wheelchairs, holding bed pans and spoons.
A row of ambulatory patients with kazoos and walkers bring up
the rear.

YOLANDA
We still have a lot of work to do.
That's IF you still wanna march on
the Fourth of July. Anyone want out?

ISABELLA, an elderly lady in a wheelchair, BANGS on her bed pan
and yells over the BULLDOZER NOISE in b.g.

ISABELLA
We're old, not deaf, dumb and blind!
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In the rear, HANK leans towards ANDY, who squints at Isabella.

HANK
What'd she say?

ISABELLA
They're gonna try to boot us out of
here for Liberty Gardens, I bet. But
we're not gonna go quietly. We're
marching and that's that!

The rest CHEER and bang bed pans. Axe walks up, also in a nurse's
aide uniform. Yolanda blows her whistle and the Walker Brigade
shuffles off, playing a Sousa march.

AXE
Maybe this ain't such a hot idea,
Yo.

YOLANDA
Axe, half of 'em might be dead by
the Fourth. But what if Isabella's
right? Maybe we're gonna be booted
out too.

INT. LCD TESTING & DIAGNOSTICS ROOM - LATER

Igor, still half-naked and wired to the computer, slumps in his
seat. He scratches his head, glancing at a large WALL MIRROR.

TECHNICIAN #1
(on intercom)

Mr. Grabowsky, your time is up.

IGOR
But I'm not done yet -- I'm not used
to thinking in my underwear!

INT. OBSERVATION ROOM - SAME TIME

Felicia, Frank and Yesman watch Igor through the two-way mirror.
Technician #1 points to a monitor labeled "BRAIN WAVE ACTIVITY."

TECHNICIAN #1
Most of the clients we've tested
could be put on low level career
tracks with minimal re-training. But
this one...

TECHNICIAN #2
Brain-wise, he's a flat-liner.

FRANK
Other than that, is he normal?
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TECHNICIAN #1
We're about to find out.

(into intercom)
Focus on the wall screen, please.

The chimp looks at the screen. Igor, likewise. He sees plastic-
looking FEMALE MODELS in Power's ads, music videos and TV shows.

The "SEXUAL AROUSAL" monitor barely registers any reaction.

FRANK
That's strange. We specifically
enhanced the models' bodies to
stimulate desire in our male target
audiences. Is it possible he's...?

Technician #2 presses a button. On the wall screen, a BUFFED
MALE MODEL with bare buns appears. No response on the meters.

TECHNICIAN #2
Negative. He may just have low
testosterone levels.

FRANK
Or he's into kinkier stuff. We can't
use a sexual deviant as a Poster
Boy.

(eyes Felicia)
Let's see how he responds to the
real thing.

SECONDS LATER, Felicia enters the testing room, somewhat
embarrassed. Igor can't help noticing her form-hugging outfit.

FELICIA
Excuse me. I came for the chimp.

Frank smiles as the Peter Meter needle SURGES.

INT. TESTING & DIAGNOSTICS ROOM - LATER

The technicians remove the electrodes from Igor, who is frazzled.

IGOR
Did I pass?

YESMAN
With flying colors. Mr. Power would
like to meet with you.

Igor's jaw drops in disbelief as Yesman hands him his clothes.
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INT. LCD CONFERENCE ROOM - DAY

Frank hands Igor's application back to Felicia.

FRANK
He's perfect! If you can transform
that lump of clay into our star pitch-
man, I'll make you Vice President of
North American operations.

FELICIA
But two weeks isn't enough time!

FRANK
It has to be. I have an important
job for him in mind.

Yesman enters with Igor. Frank and Felicia shake hands with
him.

FRANK
Igor -- may I call you, Igor?

IGOR
Sure, anything but Crud. That's what
my girlfriend calls me.

FRANK
I see. Igor, we live in cynical times.
People want quick fixes, but are
afraid of change. They want freedom
of choice, then complain about too
many choices. The truth is, they
don't know what they want. Do you,
Igor?

IGOR
(hesitates)

Is this a trick question?

Franks shakes his head no. Igor looks at the wall screens and
computer monitors, all filled with incoming data and messages.

IGOR
I dunno, Mr. Power. Everything keeps
changing so fast, I feel like I can't
keep up with it all. I just want
someone to tell me what to do. Does
that make sense?

FRANK
Yes! That's why we think you'd make
an ideal spokesman for LCD. 

(MORE)
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FRANK (CONT'D)
We'll present you as one of Hoboken's
less fortunate sons, who turns his
life around. People will say, "If
Igor can do it, hell's bells, so can
I!"

IGOR
Wow, this is great. I can finally
quit that stinking Music-Tek job!

FRANK
Mmm...you might want to think about
that. We can't put you on the payroll
until you prove you can do the job.

IGOR
Oh. I understand. But don't worry,
Mr. Power. I'm your man!

Frank thrusts his hand out. Igor shakes it, brimming with hope.

INT. PATIENTS' ROOM, HOBOKEN REST HOME - NIGHT

Yolanda and Axe set trays of bland, mushy food in front of Hank
and Andy, who sit up in their beds.

YOLANDA
Bon appetit, boys.

ANDY
Hank perfected a new trick, Yo-Yo.
Wanna see it?

YOLANDA
Depends, Andy. What is it?

ANDY
He can play the kazoo with his butt
hole!

YOLANDA
(leaving)

Not in my band, he can't.

INT. REST HOME HALLWAY - CONTINUING

Yolanda and Axe stand next to the tray cart as Igor struts
towards them, still in his bad suit.

AXE
Nice threads, Igor.
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She GAGS and pushes the tray cart down to the next room. Yolanda
looks him up and down.

IGOR
I had my interview, and --

YOLANDA
Oh yeah, now I get it! They tell you
to dress real BAD for the before
picture so the after picture looks
even better! Right?

IGOR
Uh, no. The thing is, I must've aced
my test. Mr. Power wants me to be
the new LCD spokesman!

YOLANDA
Holy shit! You see, I knew you had
it in you!

INT. PATIENT'S ROOM - HOBOKEN REST HOME - SAME TIME

Axe brings in a tray for Isabella. Sitting next to her is
Felicia.

ISABELLA
Felicity -- I mean, Felicia -- this
is Axe Grinder. Axe, this is my grand-
daughter.

FELICIA
Pleased to meet you, Ms. Grinder.

AXE
Yeah, swell meeting you too.

Axe leaves. Felicia checks her watch and takes out a vial of
PINK PILLS from her purse.

ISABELLA
Are those why you're always smiling?

FELICIA
They're just...dietary supplements.

ISABELLA
Ever since you started working for
Power, you've been acting different.
You look different. Are you wearing
one of them newfangled Super Bras,
or did he make you get a boob job?
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FELICIA
No, Grandma. Mr. Power likes me as I
am, apparently.

She looks at her pills, then puts them back in her purse without
taking one. Isabella picks up a NEWSPAPER, points at it.

ISABELLA
I don't like what he's doing to you,
or to Hoboken. The paper says he's
gonna turn the whole city into an
amusement park and shopping mall!

FELICIA
It says nothing of the sort. It says
he plans to bring in entertainment-
related businesses.

ISABELLA
(off newspaper)

Boat rides, monorails, food and
merchandise outlets, a "Planet Keanu"
restaurant with celebrity look-alikes.

(waves paper)
He's gonna push someone out to make
room, so tell him to shove his plans
up his nose, because we're going to
raise a stink! We're marching in the
big parade and...oh dear...Yo-Yo
said we shouldn't spill the beans.

FELICIA
What on earth -- who's Yo-Yo?

INT. REST HOME ADMINISTRATOR'S OFFICE - NIGHT

The ADMINISTRATOR, fiftyish and stiff as a funeral director,
speaks on a phone at his desk. Felicia sits across from him.

ADMINISTRATOR
Send Yolanda up after she's done.

(hangs up)
I assure you, Miss Stone, we had no
idea. It won't happen again.

FELICIA
You should screen your employees
more carefully. For all I know, this
"Yo-Yo" could be a psychotic nut who
gets her kicks torturing old people.

(hands him her CARD)
If you like, I can check our database
for better qualified personnel.
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ADMINISTRATOR
Good help is hard to find. But that
may be a moot point, since Mr. Power
is negotiating with the owner to
acquire this property.

She says nothing as he returns the card to her.

EXT/INT. FELICIA'S CAR, PARKING LOT - NIGHT

Distressed, Felicia opens her purse and takes out the vial.

FRANK (ON STEREO)
SMILE! Be all that you dream at LCD!

She lowers the window, dumps out her pills, then ejects the CD.
As she drives off, Axe and Yolanda exit the rest home. They
walk slowly towards Yolanda's pumpkin-colored VW Bug.

AXE
I'm gonna find out who ratted on
you, and clean that cocksucker's
clock.

YOLANDA
It's not like I lost a really great
job, Axe. I'll check the mall. They're
always looking for people.

AXE
Yeah well, let me know if you need
some bucks till you find something.

Axe goes to the other side of the car, straps on a BLACK HELMET
and REVS up her bike. It sounds like a Harley. But as she takes
off, we see it's a moped with a busted muffler.

INT. LIVING ROOM, THE GRABOWSKY APARTMENT - NIGHT

Igor sits on the couch with his mom. His dad is on the recliner,
zapping the TV with a remote control.

MRS. GRABOWSKY
He's going to be a celebrity spokes-
man, just like Regis!

MR. GRABOWSKY
Another Regis? Spare me.

ON TV, A COMMERCIAL APPEARS

Bucolic settings. Spacious living quarters. Gourmet dining.
Happy seniors dance to Sinatra's "The Best Is Yet to Come."
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TV ANNOUNCER
Enjoy your sunset years at a Golden
Pond Retirement Village, where for
just pennies a day, you get all this
and more! Some-amenities-and-services
depicted-not-included-in-pennies-per-
day-basic-cost-package.

MR. GRABOWSKY
(squinting)

Is that Henry Fonda?

IGOR
Nah, I'm pretty sure he's still dead.
Must be a celebrity look-alike.

He picks up a "Time" magazine from the coffee table and flips
to an article headlined, "POWER CASINOS TURN MEGA-PROFITS."

IGOR
Mr. Power has a whole slew of 'em
for his casino shows. Owns the
licensing rights to them too. That
reminds me...

He takes out a BUSINESS CARD from his pocket, then makes a call.

INT. GREENWICH VILLAGE APARTMENT - INTERCUT WITH IGOR

The phone RINGS as Felicia picks at a gourmet microwave dinner
in her modest one-bedroom apartment. She answers it, smiles.

FELICIA
Hello?

IGOR
Miss Stone? It's Igor. Mr. Power
said I could call you if I had
questions.

FELICIA
(loses her smile)

Uh-huh. So what can I help you with?

IGOR
I forgot to ask what I should wear.
For my first training session!

(no response)
Um, hello?...You still there?

Felicia rummages through her pocketbook, muttering to herself.

FELICIA
I must have more pills somewhere...

(MORE)
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FELICIA (CONT'D)
(into phone)

Wear the same outfit. It'll make the
"After" pictures look even better.

IGOR
Oh, okay. Good night, Miss Stone.

As Felicia hangs up, the corner of her mouth begins to TWITCH.

INT. FELICIA'S OFFICE - MORNING

Still TWITCHING, Felicia gulps down a couple of pink pills,
clutching the VIAL. Igor enters and stands behind two chairs.

IGOR
Morning, Miss Stone. I'm all yours!

FELICIA
Yes, indeed. Please have a seat.

IGOR
Um...which one?

FELICIA
Either one, Igor. You see, that's
your biggest problem! You're
indecisive and full of self-doubt
because you fear the consequences.
These will help you block out negative
thoughts.

She hands him the vial of pills. Igor sits down.

FELICIA
I noticed in your first interview
that you expressed a strong desire
for recognition -- even immortality.

IGOR
The god thing?

FELICIA
LCD lesson number one: Learn to expect
less out of life, and you'll be far
happier in the long run.

She hands him a "HAPPY POWER" button. Igor pins it on and smiles.

INT. LCD IMAGE CONTROL ROOM - DAY

Technicians hook up wires to Igor. Felicia looks over the
shoulder of an IMAGE GUY, who sits behind a computer console.
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FELICIA
In your new career Igor, image isn't
everything. It's the only thing. The
computer will digitize you, then
offer us options that maximize your
image potential at minimal cost.

ON WALL SCREEN, 3-D schematics show head-to-toe profile shots
of Igor, which change to correspond with Felicia's instructions.

FELICIA
Lose the beard...shorter sideburns...
too short...yes, better...new hair-
style -- no, not that Hugh Grant
thing, he doesn't have enough hair...
no...yes, that's the look we want!

IMAGE GUY
What about his face?

FELICIA
Leave it. Mr. Power wants to keep
costs down. Simulate correct posture.
Igor, can you stop slouching? It's
not a congenital condition, is it?

IGOR
Um, I had crabs on my genitals once,
from a groupie. It was awful --

FELICIA
Please, no details are necessary.

(to Image Guy)
Go to wardrobe. Exec style and casual
Gap look...brown's a bit drab. Try
blue and some grays. Good.

IGOR
(sees New Igor)

That's gonna be me? Man, oh man!

IMAGE GUY
Just for fun, let's age him 25 years.

ON WALL SCREEN: New Igor morphs into a 53-year-old man. Less
hair. More wrinkles. Pot belly. He looks just like his dad.

FELICIA
That is the future you, unless you
follow our healthy living regimen.

INT. FELICIA'S OFFICE - LATER

Felicia hands Igor PRINT-OUTS of detailed makeover instructions.
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FELICIA
We're not completely on-line yet, so
we'll be using some outside sources.

IGOR
This is gonna cost me a fortune.

She gives him an LCD UNIVERSAL CHARGE CARD.

FELICIA
We know. Use this until you get your
permanent LCD Lifer code.

IGOR
Permanent code?

She shows him the BARCODE tattooed on the back of her hand.

FELICIA
The charges will automatically be
deducted from your current employer's
paychecks, along with our standard
ten percent client management fee.

(smiles)
You'll find the card has real clout.
You'll get instant respect, Igor.

INT. HAIR SALON - "RESPECT" MONTAGE

MUSIC plays as Igor hands a picture of the New, Improved Igor
to THREE SNOOTY HAIRSTYLISTS. They laugh. He shows them his LCD
CARD and they turn serious. 

LATER, the hairstylists shave his beard off, give him a haircut
and manicure, each sipping GLASSES OF WINE as they work. 

MUCH LATER, Igor leaves, clean-shaven and newly coifed. The
exhausted hairstylists pass the bottle and slug down wine.

INT. GIORGIO ARMANI SHOP - MONTAGE

A pair of supercilious SALESMEN look askance at Igor, who
casually holds up his LCD CARD. The salesmen instantly fawn all
over him. 

LATER

Igor leaves in a SHARP SUIT. 

The salesmen spear his old suit and underwear with umbrellas,
deposit them in the trash.
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INT. PIERRE CARDIN BOUTIQUE -  MONTAGE

The two pretty sales clerks who held their noses behind the old
Igor, spray COLOGNE on his wrist and flirt with the New Igor.

INT. MUSIC-TEK - END MONTAGE

Igor enters with a bunch of shopping bags. Wafflehead and
Muffinhead freeze in place, eyes popping and jaws dropping.

WAFFLEHEAD
Uh...Igor? Um, Barry wants you to
scrub the toilet again. Says he just
took a massive dump.

IGOR
So much for respect.

INT. LIVING ROOM, THE GRABOWSKY APARTMENT - NIGHT

Igor puts the shopping bags down, closes the door. His mom comes
in from the kitchen, holding a SPOON. She SCREAMS, throws the
spoon at him.

MRS. GRABOWSKY
Who are you! Get out, get out!

Mr. Grabowsky enters. Igor turns. His dad drops his lunchbox.

MR. GRABOWSKY
Call 911. I'm hallucinating!

EXT/INT. YOLANDA'S CAR - MORNING

Yolanda attempts to start the engine, but it won't kick over.
She slumps against the steering wheel, glum as can be.

EXT/INT. IGOR'S CAR - MOVING - MORNING

Igor, wearing Year 2013 Gap fashions, hums and smiles. Yolanda
shakes her head.

YOLANDA
Gee Crud, I can't get over it. I
never seen you so happy before.

IGOR
Must be the LCD pills. Want one?
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YOLANDA
Nah. Maybe I should take one though. 
The rent's past due. No one's hiring
except McDonald's. Everybody's "re-
structuring" or down-sizing. Then my
car dies. One bummer after another.

IGOR
(pulls over)

Well, here we are!

YOLANDA
Thanks, Crud. I'll buy you lunch
with my first unemployment check.

She looks out the window, sees LCD RECRUITERS handing flyers to
people on their way into the UNEMPLOYMENT OFFICE.

YOLANDA
You think I should check out LCD
too?

IGOR
Nah, don't give up. You got talent.

(to himself)
Me, I wasn't good enough.

Igor blankly looks at the LCD recruiters. Yolanda reaches into
her handbag, takes out a FLYER showing a picture of her band.

YOLANDA
Wait a sec. You got connections now!
You could get Mr. Power to come see
us at Heebie Jeebies. This could be
the big break we been waiting for!

IGOR
I hardly know the guy, Yolanda!

YOLANDA
(hands him FLYER)

Will you at least try?

IGOR
(cringing)

Just thinking about that Hell Hole
gives me headaches. But I'll see
what I can do.

He closes his eyes and rubs his temples as FIRECRACKERS explode
inside his head. He pops another little pink pill.
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INT. MUSIC-TEK - DAY

Igor walks in with a "TACO HUTCH" bag and sees the boys wearing
over-sized "gangsta" clothes. He looks puzzled.

MUFFINHEAD
Didn't you get the Music-Tek memo?
We're all supposed to dress this way
for the New Rat Pack CD sale.

A DELIVERY MAN hand-trucks in a stack of cartons. As Igor signs
for it, Wafflehead opens a carton and pulls out CDs.

WAFFLEHEAD
Hey Igor, this gotta be a mistake!
These are by the original Rat Pack
guys. Where's the hip-hop versions?

IGOR
I must've hit the wrong key.

(looks at CDs)
These are classics though. Sammy
Davis, Sinatra, Dean-o...

As he looks at them, it's as if he's realizing a bigger mistake.

IGOR
People should buy these, not the new
shit. You can't remake a classic.

WAFFLEHEAD
Earth to Igor: they're all dead guys!
They don't tour, you know?

Hess enters with a "TACO DELL" bag, stops by the cartons. He
sees the wrong CDs, stares at Igor. Igor shrugs.

HESS
Igor, you idiot! You're fired!

IGOR
Okay with me, Barry.

He takes a taco out of his bag, chomps into it. His casual
demeanor throws Hess off for a second.

HESS
Aha. You want me to fire you, so you
can sit at home in your underwear
all day and collect unemployment for
doing nothing! No, I won't fire you.
You'll have to quit. Then you can't
collect!
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IGOR
I'm not quitting. You have to fire
me.

He smiles and chews. Fuming, Hess grabs a TACO from his bag and
takes a bite. Igor responds with a bigger, louder bite.

HESS
I'm going to stay on top of you every
moment of the day until you quit,
you hear me, taco-breath!

IGOR
(offers bag)

Care for a burrito, Barry?

Muffinhead and Wafflehead look at each other as Hess and Igor
continue eating, mano a mano.

MUFFINHEAD
Dig it, man. Mexican stand-off!

INT. FRANK'S OFFICE - DAY

At his desk, Frank pushes a plate of BEEF-LIKE SUBSTANCE towards
Yesman, who GULPS and takes a bite. SHIRO, a young Japanese
scientist, nervously smiles at Frank.

SHIRO
It is true, Mr. Power, that raw sewage
has...a slight image problem...But
as you can see, my new process
converts it into a nutritious food
product.

YESMAN
(chewing)

Not bad, sir. It does indeed taste
like beef!

FRANK
You're right, Shiro. We do have an
image problem. Beef is getting bad
press. Make it taste like something
that's good for you -- like yogurt!

SECRETARY'S VOICE
(on intercom)

Sir, I have Andrew Lloyd Webber on
the line, and the Mayor just arrived.

FRANK
Super! I'll take the call...Yesman,
go fetch the Mayor.
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He picks up the phone as Yesman exits the office, BURPING gas.

FRANK
So Andrew, will you do it?...You've
done singing cats, dictators and
disciples for Christ sake! How can
you say a singing gorilla isn't
plausible?

(brightens)
What if Kong learns sign language?
Like that Koko gorilla...

(frowns)
No, it's not a comedy. It's a love
story. A tender love story --

CLICK! He hears a DIAL TONE as Yesman returns with the Mayor.

FRANK
Good to see you, Mayor! In fact, we
were just discussing our plans to up-
grade the waste treatment system.

The Mayor gives rolled-up BLUEPRINTS to Frank. As he unrolls
them, we see "HOBOKEN SEWAGE PLANT" on top of each sheet.

MAYOR
Per your request. We're reviewing
your proposal to recycle sewage. But
it doesn't spell out what you plan
to do with the sludge.

FRANK
My imagineers have come up with new
and innovative ways to convert your
waste into usable by-products!

SHIRO
Correct. We will turn it into foo --

Frank THRUSTS the blueprints into Shiro's face and smiles.

FRANK
-- FUEL and fertilizer. Our studies
show consumers want more recycled
products and less waste. So let's
cut the crap and give it to them,
Mayor!

MAYOR
With all due respect, Mr. Power,
show me what you can do, don't snow
me with studies and opinion polls.

Frank turns on the wall screen. The Mayor stares at the "Before"
and "After" pictures of Igor.
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MAYOR
I'll be damned.

FRANK
Wait till you meet him! He'll answer
all your questions and assuage any
doubts your constituents may have.

INT. LCD TRAINING ROOM - DAY

Felicia addresses a batch of newly made-over clients that
includes Igor.

FELICIA
Now that you look like winners, you
must begin to act like winners. The
video you will see, is Mr. Power's
intro to Mega-Positive Thinking.

ON WALL SCREEN: Frank gets up from his desk and leans against
it as he talks -- sort of an Uncle Walt Disney move.

FRANK (ON VIDEO)
Hello, I'm Frank Power. And boy, am
I excited! You are part of a new
generation that will change America.
But to survive and succeed today,
you need an edge. Right, Bubbles?

The chimp from Igor's test scene scampers up into Frank's arms.

FRANK (ON VIDEO)
No, he's not a client! Bubbles was
taken from his home in the jungle.
And now he depends on hand-outs,
because he's forgotten a basic law
of nature: survival of the fittest.
Sound familiar, folks?

ON WALL SCREEN: shots of minorities in welfare offices and
unemployment lines, along with other images of urban decay.

FRANK (ON VIDEO)
In our free enterprise system, only
the strong survive. And that, my
friends, is the key to unlocking the
Power of Mega-Positive Thinking...

Frank holds up a CD, chuckles as Bubbles grabs it. Igor chuckles
too as Felicia hands him a "SUBLIMINAL POWER TRAINING" CD.
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INT. IGOR'S BEDROOM - NIGHT

Wearing a "PROPERTY OF POWER INC." T-shirt, Igor inserts the
subliminal training CD into an ERGONOMIC PILLOW with built-in
headphones. 

He takes a pill from his vial and stares at a faded "CRUD
HAPPENS" poster on his door.

IGOR
So much for dreams.

He swallows the pill and lies down. The pillow VIBRATES and
MASSAGES the sides of his head, as he hears --

FRANK'S VOICE
RELAX and sleep deep. DREAM of HAPPY
POWER and SMILE! You are WINNERS!

The pillow massages his cheeks into a contorted smile as MUSIC
plays on the CD. He closes his eyes...

EXT/INT. IGOR'S SUBLIMINAL DREAM SEQUENCE

As MUSIC continues, Igor sees young men and women in identical
suits, dancing in the street. It looks like a Hollywood movie
set from the 50s. 

Blue-eyed children in brown LCD uniforms march through the gates
of "POWER INC. PRIVATE ACADEMY." 

Igor turns a corner and sees a RETRO-BURB. His parents are being
helped into a GOLDEN POND SHUTTLE BUS, along with other seniors. 

INSIDE A RETRO-HOUSE, Igor is greeted at the door by Felicia, a
perfect son and daughter, along with Yolanda's made-over dog. 

A VIDEO CAMERA on top of the TV tracks their movements. Frank
smiles out at us from the TV.

FRANK (ON TV)
Career. Security. Companionship.
That's all you need to be happy!
That is what you must focus on...

INT. IGOR'S BEDROOM - MORNING

Igor wakes up, happy as a clam. He sits up. The ergonomic pillow
is stuck firmly on his head.
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INT. SALES COUNTER, MUSIC-TEK - DAY

Igor, Wafflehead and Michael listen to the same subliminal CD.

WAFFLEHEAD
It's sort of...relaxing.

MUFFINHEAD
Yeah, it makes me feel like...smiling!

WAFFLEHEAD
I think I will sign up. If they could
help you, well, no offense Igor --
but we're younger. The sky's the
limit!

A SMILING CUSTOMER walks up to Igor, listening to the LCD music.

CUSTOMER
It's weird...I have this incredible
urge to buy anything put out by Power
Music. Can you recommend something?

IGOR
I got just what you're looking for.

He pulls out the Power re-issues of the old Rat Pack classics
he ordered by mistake.

LATER

Customers smile as Igor rings up more sales of the old stuff.
Hess enters, hears the LCD music and glowers at Igor. Then he
sees the EMPTY CARTONS and starts to walk away.

HESS
You lucked out. But order more of
the same just in case. Oh, by the
way --

(turns to Igor)
I like your new look. You just might
have a future here after all.

He gives Igor a cautious thumbs-up. Igor returns the gesture.

INT. LCD TESTING & DIAGNOSTICS ROOM - DAY

Igor sits with ELECTRODES on his head, staring at a stationary
BLIP on the computer monitor. Over the intercom, he hears --

TECHNICIAN #1
Your brain waves should be able to
move the blip. Concentrate harder!
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Igor furrows his brow, but the blip barely wavers.

INT. LCD OBSERVATION ROOM - SAME TIME

The technicians turn to Frank and Felicia, who watch Igor through
the two-way mirror.

TECHNICIAN #1
Johnny Mnemonic, he's not. It could
take months to get him up to speed.

TECHNICIAN #2
Too much TV, we suspect. We're seeing
this in a lot of clients. Their brains
shut down when they're in front of
anything that resembles a TV screen.

FRANK
He has to be ready by next week.
There must be something we can do.

FELICIA
It's just not possible! He looks
fine, but if he has to talk in public,
it could be a disaster!

FRANK
Relax! If worse comes to worse, I'll
handle it myself.

(looks at Igor)
Too much TV, huh?

TECHNICIAN #2
There is one interesting aspect of
the TV effect, sir. They become adept
at parroting whatever they hear or
see, without even thinking about it.

FRANK
There may be a way I can use that to
my advantage.

He heads for the door with Felicia right behind him.

FELICIA
Sir, in regards to the Hoboken master
plan, I have some questions.

INT. HALLWAY - CONTINUING

Frank puts his hand up as he walks out of the room.

FRANK
The less you know, the better.
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Felicia closes the door, turns. Frank is right in her face.

FRANK
Then again, you might be able to pry
a few details out of me over dinner.

FELICIA
(plays along)

I looked up "priapic"...Does your
condition still persist?

FRANK
Why do you think I walk so straight?

Frank grins and moves closer. Felicia takes a deep breath.

IGOR (O.S.)
Miss Stone? Oh...Hi, Mr. Power!

Felicia breathes a sigh of relief. Frank turns and sees Igor,
rubbing red spots on his head, where the electrodes were.

INT. FELICIA'S OFFICE - DAY

On the WALL SCREEN, Igor sees himself pushing the Mate-Search
square on the monitor in the LCD waiting area.

FELICIA
Are you involved in any relationship
that may affect your LCD commitment?

IGOR
I been seeing someone, but I don't
know if I...you know...love her enough
to, um...marry her.

FELICIA
Love is an abstract term we avoid.
Our focus is on helping clients find
mates who share similar likes and
goals. What does your girlfriend do?

IGOR
She worked at the rest home, but
they canned her. Someone said she
was mistreating patients, which is
nuts. Ever since Yolanda's mom died,
they been like family to her.

FELICIA
I'm sorry...about Yolanda...Is there
anything I can do to help?

Igor unfolds Yolanda's FLYER and hands it to Felicia.
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IGOR
She plays in a band. Think you could
get Mr. Power to check them out?

FELICIA
I'll try, but he's a very busy man.

INT. POWER RESEARCH LAB - DAY

The caged chimp takes a spoonful of YELLOW GOOP from a cup and
FLINGS it at Shiro's face. Frank enters, sniffing.

FRANK
Smells like bananas. What's wrong?

SHIRO
Chimps do not typically eat yogurt,
sir. Must hire human test subjects.

FRANK
Hire people to eat recycled crap?
What do you think I have employees
for!

Frank goes to a high tech SAFE and punches in a code. He opens
it, removes a JAR OF BLUE PILLS and starts out with the jar.

SHIRO
Mr. Power, you should not take so
much. Type A Super Achiever formula
not wear off like pink pills. Side
effects could become irreversible!
Not to mention, highly uncomfortable.

FRANK
I want a dong like Kong, and I'm
going to get it. No one will ever
snicker at me in the locker room
again!

(stops by CAGE)
By the way, do you have anything
that would make women crave wild
sex?

SHIRO
Synthetic opiate formula could work.
But must be tested first and refined.

FRANK
I don't need it good. I need it fast.

(gives pills to chimp)
Get this guy a mate. Time to POWER
UP, Bubbles!
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INT. POWER RESEARCH LAB - NIGHT

Dark. Heavy breathing and grunting. Banana skins strewn about
the cage. 

A FEMALE CHIMP with a bow on her head, straddles Bubbles. She
arches back, grabs a BANANA and brings it down. He SHRIEKS. 

The banana comes up...down...up...down. Frank and Shiro watch
her eat the mush off Bubble's heaving chest.

SHIRO
It appears formula make female love
monkey slightly aggressive, sir.

FRANK
Judging from Bubble's smile, I'd say
it's worth the risk.

SHIRO
But formula not ready. It requires
potassium compound found in bananas,
which I cannot synthesize!

FRANK
Shut up and give me what you got.

EXT. DINNER CRUISE - NIGHT

In an elegant dinner setting, Frank hands Felicia a YELLOW PILL.

FRANK
That should relieve your tension.

She puts it in her mouth and sips water as a WAITER brings over
two frothy tropical drinks. Felicia frowns at her drink.

FRANK
Don't you like banana daiquiris?

FELICIA
I'd really prefer wine, Frank.

(looks at MENU)
That's odd. Every dish has bananas
in it...I think I'll just have a
salad.

FRANK
With or without bananas? They're an
excellent source of potassium!

FELICIA
Can we discuss something else?
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FRANK
Such as?

FELICIA
The rest home patients. I thought
the plan was to integrate the
residents, not displace them.

FRANK
Displace them, replace them, who
cares. Old people don't produce
anything except shit, and we have
plenty of that in Hoboken already.

FELICIA
What if they don't want to move?

FRANK
Felicia, if you're going to let petty
concerns get in the way, I'm not so
sure you'd make a very good V.P. Am
I making myself clear?

FELICIA
Yes, sir...There is one other thing.
It's for Igor -- for his girlfriend,
to be more precise.

She pulls out the folded-up FLYER of Yolanda's band and hands
it to him. As Frank unfolds it, his eyebrows shoot up.

FELICIA
He wants to know if you would go see
them perform. He says they're good.

FRANK
Their provocative attire suggests
these girls have no shame. No moral
code. No inhibitions! You bet I want
to see them. Care to come along?

FELICIA
I'm feeling a bit seasick, Frank.

FRANK
(SNAPS fingers)

Waiter! Have the captain head back.
(looks at menu)

I bought the boat. It occurred to me
that shipboard gambling could increase
our Liberty Garden revenues. Also, I
wanted to change the menu...How about
a nice banana flambe for dessert?
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INT. BACKSTAGE AREA, HEEBIE JEEBIES - NIGHT

Igor enters as Yolanda's band gets ready to hit the stage. Axe
saunters over, checks out his spanking new Gap outfit.

AXE
Whoa, Dockers! Really cool, man.

IGOR
They're actually quite comfortable,
Axe. And they don't wrinkle.

(to Yolanda)
So whatcha gonna open with?

YOLANDA
I ain't sure. Axe wants to do "Martha
Stewart Must Die."

IGOR
Better than "Fucking Men," I guess.
But Mr. Power might show up, and I
heard that Martha Stewart's a role
model for female LCD clients.

YOLANDA
I see what you're saying. Thanks,
Crud. We ain't gonna blow it.

It's a tender moment as they smile at each other.

AXE
LET'S GO, YO! IT'S FUCKING SHOW TIME
AT THE HELL HOLE!

INT. HEEBIE JEEBIES - NIGHT

On the darkened stage, Yolanda and her band take their places
under a banner that says, "WELCOME TO THE HELL HOLE OF HOBOKEN!"

IGOR
Yolanda! He's here! GO FOR IT!

She nods, sees Frank near the entrance. Yolanda turns to the
band, flicks on her bass guitar and shouts --

YOLANDA
Death or Glory! One-two-three-four...

The band launches into "Death or Glory." Spotlights pulsate to
the hard-driving beat as Yolanda struts to the mike stand.

YOLANDA
GET UP and DANCE, damn it!
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She belts out the lyrics. Axe thrashes at her guitar. It's not
just a song, it's a battle cry.

Frank loosens his tie as he moves through the crowd, which comes
to life. Igor waves at him, yells --

IGOR
What do you think, Mr. Power!

FRANK
She's really got something!

(to himself)
A nice young ass I'd like to get my
hands on.

IGOR
What'd you say? I can't hear you!

FRANK
I said, I'd like to give her a hand
with her career!

INT. HALLWAY - HEEBIE JEEBIES - LATER

Igor and Frank walk down a dingy corridor.

FRANK
This dump should be condemned. I
tried to buy it, but the owner won't
sell.

IGOR
What would you do with it, sir?

FRANK
Live music clubs are unprofitable.
I'd tear it down and put a casino in
its place, with big splashy shows.
Something like..."KONG: THE MUSICAL!"

IGOR
Wow, a casino in Hoboken!

(scratches his head)
Um, Mr. Power...gambling's not legal
here. Is it?

FRANK
No, my mentally-challenged friend,
it's not. So we'll just have to change
that, won't we?

Igor forces a weak smile and nods.
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INT. BACKSTAGE AREA - CONTINUING

The band winds down. Yolanda puts her lips around a BANANA just
as Frank enters. He stops and GROANS. Yolanda skips over, smiling
at Frank as if Igor wasn't there.

IGOR
Yolanda, this is --

YOLANDA
Mr. Power, never in my wildest dreams,
did I ever think I was gonna meet
you!

FRANK
Believe it or not, I've had my eye
on you for some time, Yolanda. You
have an animalistic passion that I
would love to harness. I want to
hone your raw talent and make you a
mega-star!

YOLANDA
Gee Mr. Power, nobody ever offered
to hone me before.

FRANK
Please, call me Frank.

Frank takes her hand and caresses it. Igor clears his throat.

YOLANDA
Okay, Frank. You can call me Yo-Yo.
Wanna meet the rest of the band?

Frank sees Axe kissing her biker girlfriend, ROXANNE. Axe flips
him the finger, then makes a jerking-off motion.

FRANK
That won't be necessary. Come see
me, Yo-Yo. Alone. I have some pretty
wild dreams of my own...Ciao!

He kisses her hand and leaves. Igor looks miffed.

EXT. HOBOKEN PIERS - NIGHT

Igor waves the pooper-scooper and tugs on the leash as Yolanda's
dog lies down. Yolanda gazes up into the clear dark night.

YOLANDA
Beautiful, ain't it?
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IGOR
The stars?

YOLANDA
No, you dodo bird! That!

She points at the POWER LOGO SATELLITE, a mile-wide billboard
in space, shining brighter than the moon.

YOLANDA
Some day, our band's videos are gonna
be bouncing off that thing and people
all over the world are gonna see it!
Maybe Frank will even broadcast one
of our concerts.

(looks at Igor)
Somethin' a matter?

IGOR
Nah...well, sort of. Why do you get
to call him Frank? And then that
business with him kissing your hand.

YOLANDA
You sound jealous! Oh sure, he's
rich, handsome, smart, and charming,
but --

She stops him from scratching his head with the pooper-scooper.

YOLANDA
-- I wouldn't trade you for all the
beans in Boston.

They kiss, then smile at the stars above and the Power satellite.

INT. FRANK'S OFFICE - DAY

At his desk, Frank speaks into a MICROPHONE, while on the WALL
SCREEN, Shiro adjusts something in Yesman's ear.

FRANK
Testing, one-two-three...

YESMAN (ON SCREEN)
I read you loud and clear, sir.

FRANK
Good. Now go to the mall. I want to
be sure we can transmit to Hoboken.
And while you're there, give Felicia
a hand with Project Igor.
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YESMAN (ON SCREEN)
But sir, I'm not programmed for that
level of stress! Can't someone else --

FRANK
No "buts." Do your best. If you can't
make any headway, bring him to me.

SECRETARY'S VOICE
(on intercom)

The balloon is here, Mr. Power.

Frank's eyes light up as he bolts out the door.

EXT. POWER TOWER - DAY

Frank supervises WORKERS, who hold ropes tied to a GIGANTIC
HELIUM BALLOON. A crowd of ONLOOKERS watch as it goes up.

ONLOOKER
Look! It's Magilla Gorilla!

FRANK
It's Kong. Can't you read?

Actually it is Magilla, but its T-shirt says: "COMING SOON -
KONG: THE MUSICAL!" A worker in a hard hat walks up to Frank.

WORKER
Mr. Power, them old ropes gotta be
replaced. One strong gust and you
might lose Magilla for good.

FRANK
It's KONG, numbskull! As for the
ropes, don't worry. They'll hold.

The worker retreats. Frank sees Yolanda in a tight black jump-
suit, looking up at the balloon.

YOLANDA
A singin' gorilla. Now I seen it
all.

FRANK
It was collecting dust in a warehouse,
so I got it for a song. But enough
about him! Why don't we get down to
business?

INT. FRANK'S OFFICE - DAY

Yolanda squints into his telescope, with Frank beside her.
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YOLANDA
Neat. I can even see my apart --

She looks at Frank, who is fixated on her cleavage. Frank sits,
stiffly swivels around in his chair.

YOLANDA
The girls are really excited.

FRANK
And so am I! But we have to make
some changes. The guitarist has got
to go.

YOLANDA
Axe? You can't dump her. She's like
the guts of the group!

FRANK
She's a man-hating lesbian, and that
might limit your marketability.

YOLANDA
Screw your marketability bullshit.
If Axe is out, I'm walkin'.

FRANK
Nobody walks out on me. Have a seat
and we'll discuss her replacement.

YOLANDA
I ain't nobody, so screw you!

She storms out and SLAMS the door behind her. Frank smiles.

FRANK
You'll be back, Yo-Yo. They all come
back.

INT. LCD TRAINING ROOM - DAY

Surrounded by LCD clients in booths, Igor sits with headphones
on in front of a computer.

On the monitor, he sees: "MEGA-POSITIVE GOAL SETTING EXERCISE"
STEPS and hears --

FRANK'S VOICE
VISUALIZE a tangible goal! IDENTIFY
obstacles in your path. Then use
your STRENGTHS to overcome the
obstacles...

A HAND taps his shoulder. Igor turns. Yesman gives him a vial
of BLUE PILLS, then puts a hand to his ear and nods.
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YESMAN
Mr. Power says a good spokesman needs
big balls. Those should help you.

INT. LCD CONFERENCE ROOM - LATER

None too happy, Yesman looks at the computer monitor, then Igor.

YESMAN
Tsk-tsk. The LCD Card database shows
you did not purchase the vitamins
and supplements as instructed. Must
I remind you what will happen?

On WALL SCREEN, the 53-year-old version of Igor appears. The
real Igor slouches and scratches. Yesman SWATS his hand.

YESMAN
You are not a Neanderthal! Stop acting
like one. Attitude and confidence
are manifested in body language.
Your posture screams, "I'm a schlub!"
And that's not very positive. Stand
erect like a man!

(both stand up)
Now walk...Suck in your gut...Less
arm swing...No, no, no! Now you look
like you've got a ruler up your ass!
Relax!

Igor tries to relax and stay erect, but it's not working.

LATER

Technicians strap a CORSET around Igor's torso.

YESMAN
Wear that until you get the hang of
it. You've got to walk the walk and --

INT. IGOR'S BEDROOM - NIGHT

In his corset, Igor practices walking as he listens to a tape.

FRANK'S VOICE
-- talk the talk! Good verbal skills
are vital for career advancement.
It's not what you say, it's how you
say it. Example: suppose you have to
announce layoffs. What term would
you use?

IGOR
Downsizing?
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FRANK'S VOICE
Bet you said, downsizing! Wrong.
It's RIGHT-sizing! We're not firing
people. We're reorganizing personnel.

He hears a gentle KNOCK on the door and opens it.

MRS. GRABOWSKY
Dear, Yolanda's on the phone.

IGOR
Ma, I'm really busy. I'll call her
tomorrow.

EXT. POWER TOWER - MORNING

Dressed for success, Igor gazes at the skyscraper, then merges
into the ranks of smiling POWER EMPLOYEES as they march in.

INT. CENTRAL CONTROL - POWER HEADQUARTERS

Yesman walks Igor through the Power war room as subliminal LCD
MUZAK plays in b.g.

YESMAN
All of Mr. Power's companies are
linked to the database here. Sales
info, opinion surveys, demographics,
psychographics, and public records
from birth to death, are fed in --

IGOR
The LCD application stuff too?

YESMAN
And LCD Card purchases, as well as
every internet transaction. We can
overlay records, then massage the
data and use it or sell it if we
want. For instance, in 1999 you were
treated for a concussion and ever
since, you've been receiving head
injury-related mailings, correct?

IGOR
Yeah! But what's all this got to do
with the entertainment business?

YESMAN
Everything. We know more about you,
than you know about yourself.
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INT. V.R. REPROGRAMMING ROOM - POWER HEADQUARTERS

Igor stands in a padded room, wearing VIRTUAL REALITY head gear,
gloves and boots.

INT. V.R. CONTROL BOOTH - SAME TIME

Frank and Yesman watch Igor through a window above the V.R.
room.

YESMAN
Thanks for bailing me out, sir. I
was beginning to feel like I was
trapped in a remake of a Rex Harrison
movie.

FRANK
My Fair Lady?

YESMAN
The one where he talks to the animals.
Dr. Dolittle, I believe.

FRANK
Either way, he'll be singing a new
tune when I get done with him.

BACK TO IGOR

The room goes BLACK. Booming out of the speakers, he hears --

FRANK'S VOICE
What KIND of MAN let's a WOMAN call
him CRUD!

Igor's body lights up. SIMULATED LICE, FLEAS AND BED BUGS, glow
in the dark and crawl towards him.

IGOR
It's sort of a, uh, nickname.

FRANK'S VOICE
SORT of? It is or it isn't, Igor! Be
ASSERTIVE! It's okay to be an asshole.
That's how you get to the top!

The bugs get closer. Igor fidgets and nervously paws at himself.

FRANK'S VOICE
Why are you always scratching
yourself, Igor? Got an ITCH?

IGOR
Nervous habit...I had crabs once.
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FRANK'S VOICE
Well Igor, we got the cure. We do
not BELIEVE in electric shock
treatment, but if you ever SCRATCH
again you will suffer FAR, FAR WORSE!

The bugs climb up Igor's legs. He starts to shake. As they gather
around his crotch, Igor can take no more. He SCRATCHES.

A GIANT LOUSE comes out of nowhere. Its mandibles encircle Igor's
head and closes around his neck --

IGOR
AAAAAAGGGGGGHHHHH!!!

The giant louse disappears. The bugs start up again, crawling
up his legs and crotch. Igor shakes -- but does NOT scratch.

INT. FRANK'S OFFICE - LATER

Ice cubes TINKLE in Igor's glass of water as his hands tremble.

FRANK
That wasn't so bad, was it? You should
see what we do to smokers!

IGOR
Mr. Power, I can't take much more of
this. Do I get the job or not?

FRANK
Very assertive! That's good! I think
you're ready to join our ranks.

He hands Igor a CONTRACT.

FRANK
Once you sign, you'll get an expense
account, a company car and a handsome
salary. You can finally quit that
job you loathe so much. How's that
sound?

IGOR
Great! Where do I sign!

FRANK
(SNATCHES contract
back)

Not so fast, my friend. We have a
small problem. Has Yo-Yo informed
you of our...creative differences?

IGOR
No, sir. I was gonna see her later.
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FRANK
She has some naive notions about the
music business. She doesn't see that
Axe isn't right for the image we
want.

IGOR
No one can change Axe, sir.

FRANK
That's why Axe must go! All you have
to do is make Yo-Yo see what's best
for her.

Frank smiles and dangles the contract in front of Igor's face.

IGOR
What if I say the wrong thing?

FRANK
I considered that possibility.

INT. POWER RESEARCH LAB - LATER

Igor is seated on an examination table as Shiro holds up a MICRO-
RECEIVER designed to fit in his ear.

FRANK
You might hear some buzzing in your
head, but you'll get used to it.

IGOR
Do I gotta wear it all the time?

FRANK
Yes, but you can take the transmitter
off when you're not working.

Igor grimaces as Shiro jams the earpiece in. Shiro takes Igor's
Happy Power button off and replaces it with another.

SHIRO
See -- tiny microphone in happy face!

IGOR
I feel like I'm a spy or informer,
just like on TV. It's kind of cool.

FRANK
Yes, it is fun, isn't it?
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INT. YOLANDA'S APARTMENT - DAY

Yolanda opens the door. Igor enters, dressed in a sharp suit,
holding ROSES in one hand and a briefcase in the other.

YOLANDA
Crud, I been trying to get a hold --

Igor now TWITCHES at the mere mention of "Crud."

IGOR
Please, don't call me that! It's not
good for my self-esteem.

(hands her roses)
Mr. Power told me what happened.

YOLANDA
Can you believe that jerk?

IGOR
I think he's right, Yolanda.

INT. FRANK'S OFFICE - INTERCUT WITH IGOR AND YOLANDA

Frank wears a HEADSET with a mike on it. He hears,

YOLANDA (O.S.)
How can you say that?

FRANK
Axe might hold you back. Think about
yourself. Think about your own goals!
Don't you see? It's all image and --

IGOR
-- um, marketing. Turn on the radio
or look at, uh, the Top 40 charts if
you don't believe me. It's survival
of the strongest marketing strategy.

YOLANDA
In other words, be an asshole and
screw everyone else.

FRANK
It's okay to be an asshole! And once
you get to the top, you can call --

IGOR
-- your own shots. I talked Mr. Power
into giving you another chance. If
you, um, play ball with him, he'll
offer Axe her own deal. 

(MORE)
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IGOR (CONT'D)
He says there must be a market niche
for hard core lesbian punk rock.

He opens his briefcase and pulls out a pen and CONTRACT.

YOLANDA
I gotta think about it.

FRANK
Think about what? You think you can --

IGOR
-- sign with another label? Mr. Power
controls them all. So tell me: what
are you gonna do when unemployment
runs out? Go on welfare?

YOLANDA
That's low, Igor.

IGOR
I'm sorry...but this is what's best
for both of us, Yolanda. Trust me.

Reluctantly, Yolanda takes the pen and signs the contract. Igor
puts it in his briefcase, avoiding eye contact with her.

INT. OUTSIDE YOLANDA'S DOOR - A MOMENT LATER

Igor looks at the contract, about to tear it up... 

But he can't do it. He puts it back in his briefcase and leaves.

INT. RECREATION ROOM, HOBOKEN REST HOME - DAY

Axe deals CARDS to Hank, Andy and Isabella. Yolanda walks in,
carrying a PAPER BAG.

ISABELLA
Yo-Yo's back!

YOLANDA
Just visiting, sweetie. That's a
lovely dress you have on today!

(kisses her cheek)
How's it hanging, boys?

ANDY
They took away our kazoos!

YOLANDA
Blow your asses off, guys.
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Yolanda hands Andy the bag. He pulls out NEW KAZOOS and smiles.
She hands her WHISTLE to Isabella as Axe shuffles the cards.

YOLANDA
Give 'em hell, Isabella...Um, Axe?
Can you sit out this hand?

EXT. REST HOME GROUNDS - DAY

Yolanda sits on a bench next to a stagnant POND. Axe stands,
tossing stones into the pond as they speak.

AXE
So what did you tell Power?

YOLANDA
I told him, no way. But Igor got him
to compromise. If the new band makes
it, Frank will give you a deal too!

AXE
Oh, so now he's Frank? And you expect
me to believe that IGOR negotiated
this so-called deal? I don't buy it.
And I ain't gonna be Power's whore.

YOLANDA
If I make it, I'll be able to help
you out. Axe, I ain't gonna forget
you!

Axe grabs Yolanda and dumps her in the pond with a LOUD SPLASH.

AXE
Damn straight, you won't.

INT. FRANK'S OFFICE - DAY

Frank smiles at Yolanda's contract. Across from him, Igor twists
his head in an odd manner, then WHACKS the side of his head.

IGOR
I'm picking up a radio station or
something.

FRANK
I'll have Shiro check it out. But
first things first.

He puts Yolanda's contract aside and hands Igor his own CONTRACT.

IGOR
Shouldn't I have a lawyer look at --
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FRANK
You wanna lawyer up? Fine, you get
your lawyer, I'll get mine, and we'll
let them ruin a perfectly good
agreement! You'll be stuck at Music-
Tek for life. Is that what you want?

Igor shakes his head and starts to sign it, then stops.

IGOR
I think you gave me the wrong con-
tract, sir. This one's for "Ian Gere."

FRANK
Let me be blunt: "Igor" conjures up
images of a depressed hunchback. Not
good for a spokesman. Whereas Ian
has an air of sophistication about
it, and Gere sounds studly, hard-
working!

IGOR
(WHACKS head)

It does have a nice ring. I guess I
can live with it, sir.

FRANK
What station you getting?

IGOR
I'm not sure, but it sounds like
that Yanni guy.

INT. POWER RESEARCH LAB - LATER

Shiro works on Igor's ear, then turns to Frank and shrugs.

SHIRO
Slight problem, Mr. Power. Earpiece
is stuck in head. Cannot change
frequency unless removed by surgery.

FRANK
Surgery? Our insurance premiums are
high enough! Igor -- er, Ian -- it's
just a subliminal tape I broadcast
to my companies. It should make you
feel good! That's not so bad, is it?

IGOR
I guess I can live with it, sir.

FRANK
Spoken like a true LCD Lifer! Shiro,
tattoo him.
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INT. POWER CONFERENCE ROOM - NIGHT

Frank gives Igor a copy of the LIBERTY GARDENS MASTER PLAN,
walks around the model city, toying with it as they speak.

FRANK
I'll do the talking, so you don't
have to know anything. But glance
through it, in case we have to refer
to certain pages during the hearing.

As Igor leafs through the thick plan, we see a BARCODE on the
back of his hand.

IGOR
Yes, sir -- but why would anyone
vote against it? I mean, look at it!

FRANK
People are fickle, Ian. Like the
Mayor. He once sold used cars, so he
assumes the worst.

(hands him KEYS)
I promised you a company car and
that's what you're getting. You tell
them Frank Power keeps his word.

IGOR
I sure will, Mr. Power. Thanks!

INT/EXT. IGOR'S NEW SEDAN, MOVING - MORNING

Looking like a slick P.R. man, Igor puts a CD in the stereo.
It's rejected. The car's computer system "talks" to him.

WOMAN'S VOICE
This stereo only accepts products
licensed by Power Entertainment...

Nonplussed, Igor tries the radio. But every station plays POWER
MUSIC RE-MIXES. As he drives off, we see a STATUE OF LIBERTY on
the car's roof and on its side: "SAY YES TO LIBERTY GARDENS!"

INT. MUSIC-TEK - DAY

Igor hands his new LCD BUSINESS CARDS to Muffinhead and
Wafflehead, then spots Hess and walks up to him.

IGOR
Got a sec, Barry?

HESS
For my best employee? You betcha!
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IGOR
Former employee. Wish I could've
given you more notice, but when Mr.
Power makes an offer, you jump.

HESS
There goes my little surprise. I un-
demoted you, Igor.

He gives Igor a new NAME TAG that says, "ASSISTANT MANAGER."
Igor smiles and puts it in his pocket, then gives Hess his card.

IGOR
It's Ian. I'm Ian Gere now.

HESS
Well Ian, let's do lunch soon.

IGOR
Sure thing, Barry. We'll do tacos!

They CHORTLE and shake hands, patting each other on the back.

INT. IGOR'S OFFICE - DAY

Igor works at a LAPTOP COMPUTER in a cubicle with a glass wall
in front. Behind him are Before and After POSTERS of himself.

FELICIA (O.S.)
Knock, knock...Ian?

He sees Felicia in the doorway, with a batch of LCD RECRUITS
staring at him through the glass wall.

FELICIA
I wanted to show our new clients one
of LCD's most recent success stories.

IGOR
(waves)

Good luck, gang! Stick with the
program and you'll go places too!

FELICIA
(to recruits)

Continue on down to Room 101, please.

Felicia enters the office. Igor gestures to the laptop.

IGOR
I was going over our LCD benefits.
The retirement package sounds really
good. Discounts on Golden Pond for
us, and commissions on referrals
too!
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FELICIA
I hear the villages are nice, but
retirement is a way off for us, Ian.

IGOR
(enters data on laptop)

Not for my folks. Let's see, two
times ten percent of...hmmm. Not
bad!

INT. RECREATION ROOM, HOBOKEN REST HOME - DAY

The LCD Counselor who interviewed Igor, has the arm of an OLD
MAN in one hand and a SUITCASE in the other.

COUNSELOR
C'mon, Dad. You're holding up the
bus!

OLD MAN
But I don't wanna go to Golden Pond!

Hank and Andy watch with dismay as he's dragged off by his son.
Isabella picks up a copy of the HOBOKEN TIMES from her lap.

ISABELLA
We're not gonna have a band left at
this rate.

She looks at the front page headline: "PUBLIC HEARING ON POWER
PLAN TONIGHT."

INT. HOBOKEN BOWLING ALLEY - DAY

Axe watches as Roxanne rolls a ball down the lane. Their friend,
ANGEL, walks up and hands a copy of the HOBOKEN TIMES to Axe.

ANGEL
They're gonna condemn the Hell Hole
and tear it down, this says.

AXE
What?! It's the last place in town
where you can still hear live music!

She sees Igor's photo next to a headline: "POWER SPOKESMAN SAYS
HEEBIE JEEBIES MUST GO." 

Axe "visualizes" his face on the HEAD PIN, grabs her ball and
hurls it as hard as she can at Igor's smiling mug.
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INT. FRANK'S OFFICE - DAY

Frank peruses the same HOBOKEN TIMES articles, while Yesman
reviews a stack of reports and updates.

FRANK
The press is fairly positive.

YESMAN
It should be. You own it now.

He hands Frank a memo.

YESMAN
Good news, sir. Three more patients
from the rest home were relocated
abroad. Some beds opened up at the
Golden Pond village in Chernobyl.

FRANK
The old coots are starting to die?

YESMAN
No, sir. They're starting to escape.

FRANK
Better beef up security. Damn, why
isn't the new village finished yet?

YESMAN
The prefab units got snapped up for
prison housing. They're on back order.

FRANK
Any other screw-ups to report?

YESMAN
Yes, sir. The yogurt samples you
wanted for the hearing. Shiro says
there's a slight problem.

FRANK
The PROBLEM is I have imbeciles
working for me. It's a conspiracy of
ineptitude! Delays, back orders --
"But, Mr. Power..." I'm sick of these
excuses. Everyone's out to undo me!

YESMAN
Pardon me for saying this, sir. But
is it possible the pills are making
you a wee bit...paranoid?

FRANK
HA! I suppose HE was paranoid too!
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Frank points out the window. The giant BALLOON face smiles back.

YESMAN
Magilla Gorilla?

FRANK
KONG, you obsequious nitwit!

He takes some PILLS from his jar, munches on them like Tums.

FRANK
(calms down)

Sorry, Yesman...Let's go see Shiro
about this little "problem."

INT. POWER RESEARCH LAB - LATER

Frank SNIFFS a cup of "yogurt," looks at Yesman and Shiro.

FRANK
It smells like shit!

YESMAN
It is shit, sir.

FRANK
I know that. But the earlier samples
didn't smell bad. Is it the additives?

SHIRO
Artificial flavoring, no problem.
Problem occur if yogurt sit at room
temperature more than fifteen minutes.

FRANK
Damn. They'll just have to eat it
fast if we can't fix it, I suppose.

INT. POWER TV STUDIO - DAY

Igor stands in front of a BLUE SCREEN, smiling into a camera.

IGOR
Thanks to Lifestyle Consultants, I
know where I'm going! Where will you
be ten years from now -- er, today!

(SLAPS forehead)
I can do it again, Mr. Power.

Frank comes out of the CONTROL BOOTH.

FRANK
You don't have to. 

(MORE)
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FRANK (CONT'D)
You were digitized by Image Control,
so we can alter you on video. It'll
be virtually impossible to distinguish
your multimedia alter ego from
you...Still, there are situations
where the public prefers flesh and
blood pitchmen. Ready?

IGOR
Yes, sir. Except I looked over the
plan and it mentions a factory --

FRANK
But it doesn't say what we'll be
producing. With luck, we'll be pumping
out yogurt in two months.

IGOR
I love yogurt! Are you gonna make
frozen yogurt too?

FRANK
(into CELL PHONE)

Shiro, would freezing it solve the
problem?...Well, get on it!

Yesman walks up with a "POWER INC." HARD HAT, hands it to Igor.

FRANK
Hats are always good for a few votes,
so wear it when you talk about jobs.
And remember, should anything go
wrong, do NOT improvise. If we lose
contact, slip 'em the dog and pony
act until we fix it.

INT. HIGH SCHOOL AUDITORIUM - NIGHT

At the entrance, LCD CLIENTS hand Igor's parents a LIBERTY
GARDENS VIDEO TAPE and a brochure: "THE IAN GERE STORY." They
look up and see Yolanda, who has been completely made over.

MRS. GRABOWSKY
Yolanda, my you look so nice!

YOLANDA
It was Frank's idea -- you know, Mr.
Power. We're shooting a video.

MR. GRABOWSKY
You're a damn sight prettier. Has
Igor  -- um, "Ian" -- seen you yet?
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YOLANDA
Not like this. I barely seen him at
all since he went from Before to
After, and on the phone he mostly
talks about "Miss Stone," like he's
got a crush on his teacher.

Igor's parents and Yolanda sit down. They see POWER MEGA-MEDIA
TV CREWS setting up near the stage. Felicia pushes Isabella in
her wheelchair towards the seats.

FELICIA
Since you insisted I bring you, the
least you can do is keep an open
mind.

ISABELLA
Me? You're the one who's brainwashed!
All you LCD people think about is
what's in it for you.

FELICIA
That is not true. By taking care of
ourselves first, we help society as
a whole. The more we make, the more
taxes we pay, the more people we
help.

ISABELLA
Good thing you're not brainwashed.

ON STAGE

The Mayor taps the podium mike. FEEDBACK screeches over the
P.A. system.

INT. FRANK'S OFFICE - INTERCUT WITH AUDITORIUM

Wearing a headset with a mike, Frank winces from the FEEDBACK.
Yesman faces the wall screen, also wearing a headset and mike.

YESMAN
We got audio. Camera One, give us
video of the stage.

ON WALL SCREEN: the Mayor with Councilmen seated behind him.

MAYOR
Folks, when I first saw this guy, he
was the biggest loser you ever saw!
But thanks to Mr. Power and LCD,
he's now someone we can all be proud
of. Ian, come on out here!
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BACKSTAGE, Igor has his hands in his pockets. He pulls out the
Music-Tek NAME TAG. Smiles and puts it back in his pocket. 

The crowd APPLAUDS as Igor strides to the podium. Mrs. G nudges
Mr. Grabowsky, who tries to conceal his pride in Igor.

IGOR
Thanks for coming! I know you'd rather
be home, watching one of Mr. Power's
hit TV shows instead, so I'll cut to
the chase. Tell the City Council to
say YES to Liberty Gardens, and we
can begin work on the new yogurt
factory!

The crowd CHEERS as he puts the HARD HAT on with a big smile.
MATCH SHOTS of Frank and Igor, both pacing and gesturing.

FRANK
The new factory will mean more jobs --

IGOR
-- with life-long security plus great
benefits! And we'll pump the bucks
that roll in, back into the local --

FRANK
-- economy, investing your tax dollars
in upgrading services like the sewage
system. But wait, there's more --

IGOR
-- Let LCD and Mr. Power run things,
and I promise you more bang for your
buck! Nothing personal, Mayor --

FRANK
-- but we're being strangled by red
tape and rules that limit growth --

IGOR
-- Your constituents want change!
Not just better sewage plants -- we
want better schools, a safer
community, and less government
interference. Let's give LCD a chance
to fix things!

As the crowd CHEERS, Isabella COUGHS and turns to Felicia.

ISABELLA
I must've swallowed the wrong way.
Could you get me some water, dear?
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EXT. OUTSIDE THE AUDITORIUM - SAME TIME

A SHADOWY FIGURE in a hooded sweatshirt and dark glasses lugs a
heavy SPORTS BAG towards the back door.

IGOR (O.S.)
How do we propose to accomplish all
this? Good question. I could spend
hours, going over the details...

INT. AUDITORIUM - SAME TIME

Igor tosses aside a copy of the LIBERTY GARDENS MASTER PLAN.

IGOR
Or you could watch this highly-
entertaining video cassette, in the
comfort of your own home!

He holds up the LIBERTY GARDENS TAPE. Isabella wheels towards a
MICROPHONE STAND on the floor as the Mayor speaks.

MAYOR
Thanks, Ian. I was skeptical too
about  that monster of a plan, because
of all the technical gobbledygook in
it. But I sure got a kick out of
seeing Ol' Blue Eyes on the video.
He's from Hoboken you know!

(thinks)
Um, didn't he die awhile ago?

IGOR
Looks like we fooled you, Mayor.
That wasn't the real Sinatra!

They both chuckle, then hear LOUD FEEDBACK and see Yolanda
adjusting the floor mike for Isabella.

ISABELLA
You don't fool me, Igor -- or Ian,
or whoever you are now!

Felicia walks in, sees Isabella, and DROPS her cup of water.

MAYOR
You have a question, ma'am?

ISABELLA
Where's the factory and all the other
stuff gonna be? And who's gonna be
forced out to make room for it?
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FRANK
Tell them, anyone who works for me --

IGOR
-- including their spouses and
families, will have places to live
in as good or better than where
they're living now, and that's a
promise!

YESMAN
Camera Two, give us reaction shots.

The crowd APPLAUDS, forgetting about Isabella's question.

MAYOR
Speaking of spouses, you married?

FRANK
You're getting engaged. That'll warm
their hearts. And you're not shacking
up with anyone because it's immoral!

IGOR
I still live with my parents because
I don't think it's right to live
with someone unless you're married.
But I'm...um...getting engaged.

Yolanda and Igor's parents look at each other, surprised.

MAYOR
Who's the lucky lady, son?

On Frank's wall screen, the camera pans over to Felicia as she
bends down and sops up the spilt water with a paper towel.

FRANK
Hmmm...Felicia?

IGOR
Felicia...Felicia Stone?

YOLANDA
Felicia! You rotten two-timin' LOUSE!

FRANK
Oops.

Igor hears a ZIPPER noise above, looks up. He sees the HOODED
FIGURE perched on the rafters with a BOWLING BALL.

AXE
Remember the Hell Hole!
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The ball CONKS Igor on the noggin. Fortunately, the hard hat
keeps him from being killed instantly.

Igor staggers, then keels over. His EARPIECE pops out and we
hear coming from it --

FRANK'S VOICE
Ian, get up or I'll fire you!

In the ensuing pandemonium, Axe swings on a rope to a side exit
and escapes while a SINATRA LOOK-ALIKE swaggers on stage.

SINATRA LOOK-ALIKE
Everything's under control, folks.
He'll be okay, because he's got...

(sings)
"High hopes! He's got high hopes..."

Security Guards drag Igor off with a dopey grin on his face.

INT. HOSPITAL EMERGENCY WARD - NIGHT

Igor is wheeled in on a gurney by EMS workers, with his parents
alongside. They pause at the ADMITTING NURSE'S desk.

MR. GRABOWSKY
We gotta fill out anything?

ADMITTING NURSE
He's got a Lifer code, so no. Every-
thing we need is on the database.

An EMS worker lifts Igor's hand. The nurse SCANS his barcode,
then quizzically looks at her computer screen, which flashes:

"UPDATING IAN GERE FILE...TEMPORARILY UNAVAILABLE."

INT. HOSPITAL ROOM - NIGHT

Igor lies comatose, while Yolanda and his folks stand next to
his bed. Felicia enters the small, cramped room.

FELICIA
Mr. and Mrs. Grabowsky, I'm Felicia
Stone, Ian's Lifestyle Consultant.
How is he?

YOLANDA
Stable, no thanks to you and Frank!

MRS. GRABOWSKY
Yolanda, please...Felicia, why would
someone try to kill my son?
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MR. GRABOWSKY
Is it 'cause you're getting engaged?

FELICIA
I'm afraid there's been some
misunderstanding. Our relationship
is purely professional.

Frank enters with Yesman and walks up to Igor's parents.

FRANK
Don't worry, he'll get the best care
our insurance policy will cover.

Yesman hands "MATE-SEARCH" COMPUTER PRINT-OUTS to Felicia and
Yolanda. They look at the print-outs, then each other.

FELICIA
This can't be right. Ian and I are
ideal matches? That's preposterous!

YOLANDA
What, he's not good enough for you?

FRANK
Ladies, please! We ran the Mate-Search
earlier and the engagement was in
the cards...Yo-Yo, I'm sorry. Your
data-base profile doesn't match up
well with his. Still, Ian should
have been more tactful about
announcing it.

FELICIA
This is insane!

YOLANDA
Yeah, Frank. Who are you to be telling
us who we should be matched with!

Yesman hands copies of their CONTRACTS to Felicia and Yolanda.

YESMAN
It's in the fine print under "Spousal
Considerations and Obligations."

A DOCTOR squeezes into the crowded room, checking his clipboard.

DOCTOR
Excuse me, I believe there's a patient
in here somewhere.

FRANK
What's the prognosis, Doc?
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DOCTOR
No permanent damage. The only anomaly
is an abnormally high testosterone
level -- and a persistent erection.

Frank glances at Yesman. Yesman sneaks over to a CLOSET, and
casually takes the VIAL of blue pills from Igor's suit pocket.

DOCTOR
He could come out of this any minute.

(dramatically)
Or it may take months, perhaps years.
We just don't know.

FRANK
I've seen this before: Movie coma.

(checks his watch)
You heard the doctor. Could be years!
I think we've all got better things
to do than hang around here -- unless
you enjoy watching vegetables grow.

Everyone leaves, except Yolanda, who sits next to him and sighs.

YOLANDA
What'd you get yourself into, Igor?
But Frank's right, I guess. Ain't
much point in me stayin' either. See
ya.

And with that, she splits too.

INT. HOBOKEN CITY HALL - DAY

A TV shows Igor next to the LIBERTY GARDENS MODEL CITY. But
there's a surreal quality to his image because it's actually --

VIRTUAL IGOR
Some day, I hope my children will be
able to grow up in a town like this.

Frank FREEZES the frame with a remote, wiping a tear away. The
Mayor, City Council and some concerned CITIZENS are also moved
to tears.

FRANK
Ian Gere had a vision. And although
he continues to lie in a coma, his
work must go forward. Liberty Gardens
would be a fitting legacy for Ian
and his grieving fiancee-to-be,
Felicia.

Citizens shout, "Say YES!" and "Do it for Ian and Felicia!"
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MAYOR
All those in favor, say YES!

COUNCILMEN
YES!

The citizens CHEER as Frank shakes hands with everyone in sight.

INT. HOSPITAL HALLWAY - DAY

A horde of MEDIA PEOPLE wave cameras and mikes in the face of a
POWER SECURITY GUARD posted outside Igor's room.

GUARD
You can't interview him, he's in a
coma for God's sake!

PHOTOGRAPHER
Come on, just open the door a peek!

GUARD
No can do. Mr. Power said he doesn't
want this turned into a media circus.

INT. HOSPITAL ROOM - "MEDIA CIRCUS" MONTAGE

Igor lies comatose in bed, surrounded by flowers. On the TV
set, Pauline appears with a "POWER NEWS UPDATE" backdrop.

PAULINE (ON TV)
Police have released a composite
drawing of the suspect, dubbed the
"Una-Bowler" by the media...

The SKETCH depicts Axe as a Middle Eastern terrorist in a hooded
sweatshirt with a swastika on her forehead.

INT. YOLANDA'S APARTMENT - MONTAGE

On TV, we see the HOBOKEN POLICE CHIEF in a bowling alley.

CHIEF (ON TV)
We've combed every alley in a thirty-
mile radius, and we're investigating
tips on militant bowling leagues...

At the door, Yolanda signs for a CERTIFIED LETTER. She hands
the pen back to the POSTMAN and sadly pats her dog's head.

POSTMAN
Sorry Yo-Yo, but I gotta deliver
these eviction notices to the whole
block.
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INT. THE GRABOWSKY APARTMENT - MONTAGE

Igor's mom hands his dad the eviction letter. Mr. G glances at
it, zaps the TV with the remote.

MRS. GRABOWSKY
We have to be out by next month.
That's not much time!

MR. GRABOWSKY
I know. But Igor said we could move
in early to one of their new
retirement villages, right?

On TV, they see a SENIOR CITIZEN COUPLE posing with --

VIRTUAL IGOR
My folks love it here at Golden Pond!

MR. GRABOWSKY
Jesus, they give him new parents
too?

INT. AXE'S APARTMENT - END MONTAGE

Axe rips up the eviction notice, then sees Virtual Igor on her
TV. She lifts the set over her head...

VIRTUAL IGOR
There will be growing pains. But we
will make it as painless as --

The TV CRASHES into the wall.

INT. FELICIA'S OFFICE - DAY

Frank looks over Felicia's shoulder at the video monitors, which
show the LCD operations humming along.

FRANK
Outstanding! I only wish I had more
time to spend with you, but between
Kong and managing Yo-Yo's career...

He massages her shoulders and starts to GROAN. Felicia gets up
and goes to the other side of the desk.

FELICIA
Rumor has it that you and Yo-Yo have
become romantically involved.
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FRANK
You know the media! Sheesh, how do
those things get started?

FELICIA
Regardless, that's not why I wanted
to see you. It's about the yogurt
memo.

FRANK
It's pretty straightforward. You're
to include it in their daily regimen.

FELICIA
(looks at memo)

It says it's made with "real fruit
and natural organic materials,
including reconstituted food
byproducts." What exactly does that
mean, Frank?

FRANK
As V.P., you need to know, I guess.
The short answer? Recycled shit.

FELICIA
WHAT?!

FRANK
It's not as bad as it sounds! It's
homogenized, sanitized and perfectly
safe to eat.

FELICIA
You're selling them their own shit?!

FRANK
Yes, I'm turning a profit on both
ends, so to speak. Isn't it wild?

FELICIA
I thought we were helping our clients.
I can't be a part of this.

FRANK
Well then, we'll have to do something
about that, won't we?

(pauses)
Yes, I think you'd make an excellent
test subject for our attitude
adjustment program.

FELICIA
And if I say no?
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FRANK
You won't. Your concerns about the
rest home prompted me to check your
file. Who will take care of dear old
grandmom if you lose this job?

As he leaves, a VIDEO CAMERA in the ceiling corner tracks him.

INT. REST HOME OFFICE - DAY

Felicia is seated. The Administrator signs an electronic clip-
board and hands it to an ORDERLY in a Golden Pond uniform.

ADMINISTRATOR
Miss Stone, had we not agreed to Mr.
Power's terms, the City Council would
have condemned this property. More-
over, we simply cannot compete with
his Golden Pond chain. The remaining
patients must be out by tomorrow.

FELICIA
The new village is finished?

ADMINISTRATOR
No, but Mr. Power has arranged for
temporary accommodations. Your
grandmother will be in good hands.

ORDERLY
(pulls out STUN GUN)

Don't worry. Anybody give her any
grief and they'll get ZAPPED!

Felicia gives them a vacant smile, and we hear FAINT MUZAK coming
from her new EARPIECE as she stares out the window at --

EXT. NEARBY CONSTRUCTION SITE - SAME TIME

JACKHAMMERS and BULLDOZERS nearly drown out the VIDEO BILLBOARD
in front, which shows Virtual Igor eating frozen yogurt.

VIRTUAL IGOR
This is where we'll be making Power
yogurt. Mmm, it's MEGA-LICIOUS!

Looking like Hell's Angels on mopeds, Axe, Roxanne and Angel
zip past the metal skeleton of the new YOGURT FACTORY.

INT. HOBOKEN TAVERN - DAY

Axe and her friends chug beer directly from their pitchers while
watching the Power Entertainment Channel at the bar.
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PAULINE (ON TV)
Here's the hot new video released by
Yo-Yo and the Sex Bombs!

AXE
Is it me or has the whole fucking
world sold out?

ON VIDEO: Yolanda is a Naughty Nurse; Sheena, an Amazon; Suzy,
a Girl Scout; and former Playboy model, VENUS, a Sexy Cowgirl.

They lip-sync vapid lyrics to a throbbing beat, intercut with
shots of them doing silly "fun" things...

INT. POWER RECORDING STUDIO - SAME TIME

In mid-dance step, Venus elbows Yolanda, who gets Venus in a
head-lock. Sheena and Suzy root for Yolanda as Frank pries them
apart.

YOLANDA
You dumb Barbie Doll!

VENUS
Let go, you little bitch!

FRANK
Girls, knock it off! You want to
jeopardize everything you've worked
for?

Yolanda releases Venus, breathing hard.

FRANK
Since you're all going to be room-
mates, you better learn to get along.
That's enough for today, girls.

EXT. YOLANDA'S APARTMENT BUILDING - LATER

Frank and Yolanda put a LARGE BOX in the back of his Jag, which
is crammed with her stuff. Frank stares at the dog in the box.

FRANK
It's the most lethargic thing I've
ever seen. I'll have Shiro take a
look at him.

YOLANDA
Thanks. He ain't been feeling so hot
since he ate the enchiladas. And I
think he misses Crud -- I mean, Ian.
Could we stop at the hospital? 

(MORE)
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YOLANDA (CONT'D)
I have some things of his I should
return.

Frank nods, then hears a BELCH as Axe and her pals woozily walk
their mopeds down the street, drunk as skunks.

AXE
Ach-TUNG, baby! Going somewhere, Yo?

YOLANDA
The band's moving to a penthouse in
the Power Tower. So how you doing?

AXE
Oh, just SWELL! We're moving into a
penthouse too, right girls?

She smirks at Frank, then grabs him by the balls. His eyes roll
back as she shoves him away and swaggers off with her moped.

AXE
Keep in touch with yourself.

YOLANDA
Take it easy, Axe. I'll call you.

FRANK
(doubled over)

Oddly enough, there's something about
her...I find...fascinating...Owww!

INT. HOSPITAL ROOM - NIGHT

The flowers are dead, as is public interest in the real Igor.
Yolanda sits beside him. At her feet is a BOX of old cassettes
and vinyl albums.

YOLANDA
We're going on tour, so I won't see
you for awhile. Frank says by next
month, we'll be on top of the charts.
I hope so, 'cause if it turns out
like you said, maybe I can get out
of this deal. I hate the stuff he's
making us do. You'd hate it too. I
know you said you don't care about
music no more, but that ain't true...

She looks at the box and picks up the Sammy Davis Jr. album.

YOLANDA
That's why I bought you your old
stuff. 

(MORE)
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YOLANDA (CONT'D)
There's some good tunes in there,
things that might remind you why you
used to love music so much.

She puts the album back, fishes out his old "Crud" T-shirt.

YOLANDA
Maybe you weren't the greatest guitar
player around, but at least you had
your own style...Funny, but now that
you're in a coma, I think you've
become a much better listener.

Frank pokes his head in the door.

FRANK
Can we move it along?

YOLANDA
(kisses Igor)

See ya, Crud.

As she leaves, Frank sees Igor TWITCH.

FRANK
Yo-Yo, go on out to the car. I have
to make a quick call.

He steps inside, closes the door and whips out his cell phone.

FRANK
Yesman, we've got a situation that
requires immediate -- hold on...

Igor starts to sit up. Frank empties flowers out of a VASE and
SMASHES it on his head, rendering him unconscious again.

INT. HOSPITAL HALLWAY - NIGHT

Frank glares at a nervous HOSPITAL ADMINISTRATOR. As he speaks,
"Dr. Shiro" pushes Igor out of the room on a gurney, with Igor's
suit draped over his face.

FRANK
I'm appalled at his condition! It's
as if your staff is trying to keep
him comatose, so you can make more
money off his insurance! Well, I
won't have it. Dr. Shiro and Dr.
Yesman will be taking over, and if
you give me any guff, I'll sue you
for malpractice!
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"Dr. Yesman" comes out with Yolanda's box and drops it on Igor's
chest with a THUNK, while the mortified administrator looks on.

INT. SECURITY CHECKPOINT - SECRET LOCATION

Yesman and Shiro push the gurney up to a GUARD, who checks the
box on Igor's chest, then lifts the suit covering his face.

GUARD
Say, isn't that Ian Gere?

YESMAN
Stunt double. No one is to know it
yet, but the real Ian is okay.

The guard waves them through as POWER MUZAK plays in b.g.

INT. IGOR'S ROOM - NIGHT

Yesman turns Igor's limp body over and stares at Igor's exposed
posterior. Shiro hands him a SYRINGE.

YESMAN
Mr. Power steals my ideas, makes me
eat shit, and now this. You're damn
right I want a raise. How many times
a day I gotta give Ian these shots?

SHIRO
Three. I unhappy too. We should quit.

YESMAN
And give up profit-sharing? No way,
Jose! I'm fully vested.

He jabs the needle into Igor's rear and we see the room through
Igor's semiconscious P.O.V., spiraling into blackness...

AGAINST A BRIGHT WHITE CEILING - LATER

Frank's warped face juts into view while soft MUZAK plays.

FRANK
You almost get the feeling he can
hear us. Sure you're giving him
enough?

YESMAN
Yeah. I mean, yes...sir.

(holds up needle)
Can't someone else do this?
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FRANK
Stop fussing. His replacement is
nearly ready.

(hears KNOCKING)
Hurry up, will you!

Yesman injects Igor's rump, flips him over as Frank opens the
door. Felicia, looking spaced-out, and a perplexed PRIEST enter.

FRANK
Glad you could make it, Padre!

PRIEST
(looks at Igor)

Is this the man?

FRANK
Why, yes. Is something wrong?

PRIEST
Of course there is. This man is in
no condition to get married!

He hands TWO RINGS back to Frank and leaves.

FELICIA
Do I still get a raise?

FRANK
My offer was contingent upon your
marriage to Ian. Therefore...

(puts ring on her
finger)

I pronounce you and Coma Boy, man
and wife. Yesman, notify the media.

Frank puts the other ring on Igor's finger. Felicia smiles down
at him through a bright white haze.

INT. DINING AREA, FRANK'S PENTHOUSE - NIGHT

Frank sips wine while Yolanda picks at her food.

YOLANDA
How could he marry her? Don't he
gotta say "I do" or something?

FRANK
Forget about him, Yo-Yo. I can give
you everything you ever dreamed of!
Have I steered you wrong so far?

She shakes her head no. Frank hands her a SCRIPT and a BOOK.
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FRANK
You're going to play the Fay Wray
part! Mariah and Britney passed, but
believe me, it's the role of a life-
time -- a bit like the Miracle Worker,
except your student is a tad bigger. 
Wrote it myself, in fact.

Yolanda looks at the book cover: "SIGN LANGUAGE MADE EASY."

FRANK
Who needs Sir Andrew, that pompous
pig. How about some dessert?

YOLANDA
I ain't really hungry.

FRANK
Unsettled stomach? Try this...

He hands her a YELLOW PILL. She washes it down with a swig of
wine as Shiro enters, wearing a butler outfit. Shiro sets down
BANANA SPLITS and removes the dinner plates.

YOLANDA
My favorite! You knew, didn't you?
Well, maybe just a little...

(eats spoonful)
Mmm, I love whipped cream.

She sensually eats another spoonful and begins to breathe
heavier. Frank suppresses a low moan as she licks her lips.

YOLANDA
Ohhhh, Frank...I want it now!

She lunges over the table, grabs his BANANA and crams it in her
mouth. Stunned, Frank jumps back as she devours the bananas.

INT. FRANK'S LIVING ROOM - LATER

Yolanda is passed out on the couch with banana split stains all
over her. Shiro wipes her face with a cloth while Frank paces.

FRANK
Shiro, you fool! The formula only
makes them crave bananas! She had an
an appetite like Kong, for god's
sake.

(SNAPS fingers)
Yes, that's it! Add the ingredient
that causes the craving to the yogurt.
Then they'll eat it fast, before it
has a chance to melt.
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SHIRO
But sir, it may be addictive!

FRANK
Wouldn't that be something.

Yolanda groggily sits up, baffled by the stains on her shirt.

FRANK
You passed out in your dessert. A
little too much wine, I surmise.

Yolanda GROANS and rubs her head, embarrassed.

INT. IGOR'S ROOM - DAY

Igor's drugged-out view tunnels in on the TV, which shows --

VIRTUAL IGOR
For the perfect summer treat, try
Gorilla Vanilla Frozen Yogurt with
real banana chunks, and get a FREE
Kong-Sized Collector's Cup!

Yesman's distorted face appears. He holds up a SYRINGE, then
sets it aside, grumbling as he turns Igor's limp body over.

YESMAN
You're lucky you're in a coma, or
you'd be eating crap too --

His cell phone WARBLES.

INT. FRANK'S OFFICE - INTERCUT WITH YESMAN

Frank searches his desk while talking into the speaker phone.

FRANK
Do you have the demolition permits?

YESMAN
Uh-huh. That all?

FRANK
No. Have a news crew get shots of
the old farts being wheeled into
their new homes. It'll make good
P.R. Where are you, anyway?

YESMAN
Where do you think. I'm giving Ian
his afternoon shot in the ass...sir.
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FRANK
We need to talk about your attitude.

YESMAN
Uh-huh. Can we talk about the latest
profit-sharing statement too?

FRANK
(loudly SHUFFLES papers)

Oh, um, I'm very busy. Later perhaps!

CLICK. Yesman puts his phone away, snaps the doctor's bag shut.

YESMAN
Three times a day, seven days a week,
I have to look at that hairy ass,
and he says I have an attitude
problem!

As Yesman leaves, Igor's eyes focus on the UNUSED SYRINGE. In a
fog, Igor gets out of bed, trips and falls. 

He stands up and sees in a MIRROR: the old "Before" image of
Igor, scratching his scraggly beard.

EXT. STREET IN HOBOKEN - DAY

Dressed in his suit, Igor shields his eyes from the bright sun,
bewildered. It looks like Disneyland.

BUMPER CARS zip by. A black and white bumper car cuts him off
and a POWER COP jumps out, ready to shoot.

POWER COP
Let's see some I.D., buddy! You're
being videotaped as we speak, so
don't try anything funny.

The Cop smiles and waves at a SECURITY CAMERA on a light pole,
while Igor searches his pockets for I.D.

POWER COP
I don't got all day. Who are you!

Igor finds something in his pocket and looks at it: "HELLO! I'M
IGOR, ASSISTANT MANAGER - MAY I HELP YOU?"

IGOR
I'm, um...Igor?

POWER COP
(sees Igor's barcode)

Sorry, didn't know you were a Lifer.
Have a mega-rific day!
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The Cop leaves. Another bumper car stops and a CLEAN-CUT GUY
waves at Igor.

IGOR
Um...Do I know you?

WAFFLEHEAD
Wafflehead, man! But I'm Wally now.
There's been a few other changes
too, since you were coma-tized. Hop
in!

Igor climbs in and they drive past quaint-looking shops.

WAFFLEHEAD
It's Mr. Power's latest niche market:
mom-and-pop chain stores for people
who think malls are too impersonal.

They come to what used to be the mall. An electronic marquee
says, "WELCOME TO LCD WORLD!" Wafflehead drives inside...

INT. LCD DRIVE-THROUGH MALL - CONTINUING

Igor is astonished. It's like an assembly line where clients
are made over from head-to-toe, using Power products and
services.

IGOR
What happened to Music-Tek?

WAFFLEHEAD
Power bought them out.

He stops at the POWER ENTERTAINMENT theme store, which cross-
sells books, videos, CDs, all for the same remakes, such as...

IGOR
Kong, the book; the making of Kong
on CD-ROM; Kong, the video game;
Kong, the soundtrack; Kong songs
inspired by the musical but not
actually in it... Wow, must be a
great show, huh?

WAFFLEHEAD
Who knows. No one's seen it yet. But
guess who's gonna star in it.

He points at a VIDEO WALL, showing Yolanda in the Sex Bombs
music video. 

Igor walks over to DISPLAYS for her fitness tape, cookbook,
autobiography, a line of Yo-Yo fashions, and a Yo-Yo doll.
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IGOR
It can't be...Yolanda?

WAFFLEHEAD
She's just "Yo-Yo" now. Mr. Power is
making her into another Madonna.

IGOR
My God, what have I done...

Pauline the VJ appears on the VIDEO WALL.

PAULINE
Following their record-smashing tour,
it was announced Yo-Yo will go solo.
You can catch the Sex Bombs' farewell
gig later on this station, live from
the Liberty Gardens Yogurt Festival...

IGOR
We have to stop Power before it's
too late. One Madonna in this lifetime
is enough!

He hops in the car and tries to drive off, but bumps into a
wall and gets stuck.

WAFFLEHEAD
Turn the wheel -- keep turning!

Igor straightens out the car and drives out the mall.

EXT. HEEBIE JEEBIES - DAY

Igor's car bumps through traffic until he comes to a big CROWD.

He gets out and works his way towards the stage, which is flanked
by concert-size VIDEO SCREENS that show --

SINATRA LOOK-ALIKE
There's not a lot you can count on
in this cockeyed caravan called Life.
A good broad. A stiff drink. And
some yummy Power yogurt! Am I right?

The crowd CHEERS. Igor recognizes some of them: the Gap Clones
and Groupies, customers from the store, but they're Lifers now.

SINATRA LOOK-ALIKE
I'd like to dedicate this number to
my old friend, Mr. Bojangles. You
cats know who I'm talking about. And
to help me sing it, say hello to my
new amigo, the King of Pop himself!
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A MICHAEL JACKSON LOOK-ALIKE moonwalks across the stage. Bubbles
the chimp scampers into Michael's arms as the ORCHESTRA plays
the opening notes of an old song.

MICHAEL
Mr. Sammy Davis Jr. was my idol and
I am honored to sing this song with
the Chairman of the Power Yogurt
Board.

SINATRA LOOK-ALIKE
Kid, it just goes to show, whether
you're black, brown, yellow or red,
we all gotta go for our dream. Hit
it!

(sings)
"Whether I'm right, or whether I'm
dead wrong"...take it, Mikey --

MICHAEL
"Whether I find a place in this crazy
world, or never belong...EEE-HEE-
HEE!"

IGOR
Eee-hee-hee?! Someone should pull
the plug on this freak show. What
the...

On the giant video screens, singing along with the look-alikes --

VIRTUAL IGOR
"I gotta be me. For what else can I
be, but...what...I...am!"

IGOR
I can't believe it. They turned me
into a crooner!

Near the stage, he spots a POWER MEGA-MEDIA VAN with a satellite
dish on top. He runs over, flings open the door and sees --

Frank, wired to a computer that transforms him into Virtual
Igor on the big screens, like a twisted Wizard of Oz.

FRANK
Ha-ha-ha! I own your image and I can
do whatever I want with it, my little
meat puppet! Ha-ha-ha!

IGOR
No, no, no. This is too weird...

(WHACKS head)
Wake up, Igor! Wake up!
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BACK TO IGOR,

lying on the floor next to the box he tripped over. He sees his
old tapes, albums, and his "CRUD" T-shirt.

IGOR
Yolanda must've been here. But where
the hell am I?

(looks offscreen)
Oh, no. It wasn't all a dream.

On TV, the Sinatra look-alike and Michael perform "I've Gotta
Be Me" in front of Heebie Jeebies. As they finish, Pauline
appears.

PAULINE (ON TV)
Stay tuned for more of the Fourth of
July Yogurt Festival, here in Liberty
Gardens, where we'll be blowing up
an entire block live on TV! 

Igor goes to the door and peeks down the hallway...

INT. SECURITY CHECKPOINT - INTERCUT WITH IGOR

The Golden Pond Orderly shows his clipboard to the Guard.

GUARD
Sure you can handle 'em yourself?

ORDERLY
With this baby, no sweat --

(ZAPS stun gun)
You should see them geezers jump!

Igor ducks back in, eyes darting around the room for a weapon.
KEYS JANGLE on the Orderly's belt as he enters...

INT. STORAGE ROOM - CONTINUING

The Orderly checks the straps that hold Isabella, Hank, Andy
and other seniors in wheelchairs. They look stoned.

HANK
Where you takin' us, sonny?

ORDERLY
Your new home. It's right next to a
lovely canal.

ISABELLA
"Love Canal" is more like it. It
used to be a toxic waste dump!
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ORDERLY
(holds up stun gun)

Not eating your yogurt, eh?

CLANG! A BED PAN comes down on the Orderly's head and he crumples
to the floor. Igor rushes in and unstraps Isabella.

ISABELLA
Ian? Don't touch me! You and Power
did this to us!

IGOR
Isabella, I'm not Ian. I'm me again!
Where are we?

ISABELLA
(still wary)

The Power Tower. Near as we can
figure, we been here two months.

ANDY
And boy is my ass sore!

IGOR
You ain't the only one. For some
reason, my butt feels like a pin
cushion.

As he unstraps Andy, he notices an attractive WOMAN in a Laura
Ashley outfit, strapped to a chair, smiling and HUMMING.

IGOR
Who's the lobotomized babe?

ISABELLA
Axe. She tried to stop them from
taking us.

Igor unstraps Axe and sees she's wearing an EARPIECE. He pries
it out with a pen and blows in her ear.

IGOR
Hello? Testing, one, two --

AXE
(SMACKS him)

Get your tongue outta my ear, you
dildo!

IGOR
I see you're back to abnormal. What'd
they make you listen to?

AXE
It was horrible. I think it was Yanni.
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IGOR
(cringes)

Did it make you wanna buy it?

AXE
No way! But I wanted frozen yogurt
something fierce. Weird, huh?

IGOR
(looks at earpiece)

I think I know what Power's up to.
But I'm gonna need help to stop him.

AXE
I'm in. How 'bout it, Izzy?

ISABELLA
(shakes her fist)

Let's screw the bastard!

INT. SECURITY CHECKPOINT - A LITTLE LATER

Wearing the Orderly's uniform and keys, Axe pushes Isabella
towards the Guard, humming to MUZAK in b.g.

AXE
I love this stuff. Makes me feel
like...smiling!

ARMED GUARD
Yeah. You like John Tesh too?

AXE
John Tesh rules!

Axe GAGS and knocks him out with the stun gun. Igor and the
others hustle down the hallway, carrying BED PANS as weapons.

INT. FREIGHT ELEVATOR - LATER

Igor has the guard's uniform and gun holster on. Axe and the
old folks cram in. He hits the "DELIVERY ENTRANCE" button.

IGOR
I have to find Yolanda.

AXE
Yo moved into one of Power's pent-
houses. She might still be here.

Igor checks the PANEL but it only goes up to "CENTRAL CONTROL."
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IGOR
He must have a private elevator that
goes to the top. I'll meet you guys
at the mall.

INT. CORRIDOR - A LITTLE LATER

Still in guard disguise, Igor gets off the elevator and sees
Frank leading a group of FOREIGN DIGNITARIES towards Central
Control.

INT. CENTRAL CONTROL - CONTINUING

Igor follows them into the war room. Frank stops and points at
POWER LOGOS flashing on the computer-generated map of the world.

FRANK
LCD branch offices will be in every
major U.S. city within a year. Europe,
Russia and Asia, in five years.

PIERRE
Monsieur Power, it is an interesting
concept, but our economies need to
create jobs through new industries.

FRANK
Oui, Pierre. Which is why I think
you'll find our new recycling
technology to be quite interesting.
And quite profitable.

Yesman walks up to Frank and hands him an ENVELOPE.

YESMAN
The permits you wanted, sir.

FRANK
Thank you. Wait up --

(to group)
Yesman will take you to the heliport.
And don't worry, you'll have plenty
of time after the yogurt factory
tour to see the block demolition as
well!

PIERRE
Ah, yes. Le simulcast. Pardon, but
why would people want to watch this
on TV or the internet?

FRANK
It's cultural. 

(MORE)
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FRANK (CONT'D)
In Europe, you have the arts. In
America, we like to blow stuff up!
Excuse me, I have to go tape my annual
"Let Freedom Ring" speech.

Yesman and the group leave. As Frank puts the envelope in his
suit pocket, Igor sticks the guard's gun in his back.

IGOR
Keep quiet or hell's bells are gonna
ring for you, you greedy, rotten,
lying, cheap, power-hungry jerk!

FRANK
I take it you have a bone to pick?

IGOR
Move it!

INT. CORRIDOR - CONTINUING

Igor nudges Frank towards the elevators with the gun.

FRANK
Who are you?

IGOR
You tell me. You're the one who made
me into a freakin' crooner!

FRANK
Ian? How did --

IGOR
I'm Igor, dammit! And I want the
rights to my image back.

FRANK
Too late, I'm afraid. Under the "Act
of God" clause in your contract, if
you're incapacitated, I can replace
you with a reasonable facsimile.

IGOR
(stops and thinks)

You hired a look-alike to replace
me? Then what was I supposed to do
when I came out of my coma, huh?!

FRANK
You'd get a new identity. How'd you
like to be, say...a plant engineer?

Igor presses the elevator button.
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IGOR
What kind of plant?

FRANK
Mmm...yogurt factory?

IGOR
No thanks, Frank. I know what's really
going on. LCD, Liberty Gardens, the
Kong musical. It's all part of your
scheme to sell yogurt!

FRANK
So? You like yogurt, don't you?

IGOR
I love yogurt -- but you're using
subliminal ads to make us buy it!

(shows Axe's EARPIECE)
I think the Mayor will be interested
in this, and the FCC too...or is it
the FTD. You know, the federal guys.

FRANK
FTC. FTD delivers flowers.

IGOR
(the elevator opens)

Whatever! Let's go. I have a message
I wanna deliver to Yolanda.

FRANK
Very well. Then you can explain to
her why you married Felicia.

He looks at Igor's left hand. Igor sees the WEDDING BAND on his
finger. Frank steps into the elevator.

FRANK
Let's see you talk your way out of
this.

INT. PENTHOUSE HALLWAY - LATER

Frank KNOCKS on one of the doors, while Igor stands next to
him.

FRANK
Tsk-tsk, nobody's home.

IGOR
Open it!

Frank uses a CARD KEY to open the door.
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INT. SEX BOMBS' PENTHOUSE - CONTINUING

Igor hears BARKING. He spots Yolanda's dog on the patio and by
the way it's bouncing around, it appears the dog's been made
over too.

IGOR
Is that Igor?

FRANK
He's Mega-Dog now. We're making a
toy one to go with the Yo-Yo doll.

IGOR
You don't miss a beat when it comes
to making money, do you? But there's
one major flaw in your scheme.

FRANK
Which is?

IGOR
If you get the okay to build a casino,
your clients will gamble away their
money. They won't have any dough
left to buy all your other crap!

FRANK
That's precisely what I'm banking
on.

(pulls out LCD CARD)
We'll increase their credit lines
and give them hefty cash advances --

IGOR
At 19.8 percent?!

FRANK
That's right. I'll own them for life.
With interest.

IGOR
What a rip-off.

The dog BARKS. Igor pushes Frank toward the patio.

IGOR
You been feeding her dog those little
blue pills too?

FRANK
Check it out. He's hung like a pony!
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IGOR
(stares at dog)

That's sick. I'm taking him with me.

FRANK
Go ahead, but he's very "friendly"
now if you know what I mean.

EXT. PENTHOUSE PATIO - CONTINUING

Igor pats the dog, which is tied to the patio railing. The dog
starts humping his leg.

IGOR
Down, boy, down! Jeez!

FRANK
I warned you.

Frank's eyes light up as he spots a TELESCOPE next to the
railing.

FRANK
Look around. This is the kind of
luxury Yo-Yo has become accustomed
to. What can you offer her?

Igor says nothing as a gust of wind blows his guard hat off.
Frank squints into the telescope.

FRANK
Before I have you arrested, I want
to show you one more thing.

Igor looks through the telescope, down the Hudson River to the
Statue of Liberty. But something's wrong --

The torch has been replaced with a KONG-SIZED CUP OF POWER
YOGURT.

IGOR
You bought the Statue of Liberty?!

Frank lunges for Igor and tries to throw him over the railing.

FRANK
In this market? Don't be silly! I'm
leasing it. Gimme the gun!

IGOR
Are you nuts?! Let go!

The gun hits the floor. As Igor grabs it, Frank undoes the dog's
collar. Igor turns as Mega-Dog leaps high into the air.
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IGOR
NOOOOO!!!

The dog hits Igor's chest and knocks him OVER THE RAILING...

EXT. POWER TOWER - GOING DOWN FAST

Igor falls past several floors, flailing his arms and legs.

IGOR
HELP!!!

Then WHOOMP -- he smacks into the head of the KONG BALLOON and
holds on for dear life.

ON PATIO

The dog looks over the rail, wagging its tail. Frank talks into
his cell phone, apparently missing Igor's lucky landing.

FRANK
Security? Another disgruntled guard
just took a dive. Scrape up what's
left and cremate the remains.

(hits SPEED DIAL)
How are you, Yesman?...How am I? Not
so good, and you know why? Igor NEARLY
KILLED ME, YOU CRETIN!

EXT. STAGE AREA NEAR HEEBIE JEEBIES - INTERCUT WITH FRANK

On cell phone, Yesman stands next to a WHITE VAN. A sign on the
back of it, says: "WARNING! EXPLOSIVES ON BOARD."

YESMAN
It couldn't be -- I just saw him.

FRANK
You gave him his shots, right?

(no response)
Well, did you or didn't you?

YESMAN
I...forgot.

FRANK
You what?

YESMAN
I FORGOT...SIR! Okay? You give me so
much to do, I can't keep up. I can't
take it anymore. I'm stressing out! 

(MORE)
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YESMAN (CONT'D)
We're all stressing out around here!
The pills and Happy Power yogurt
don't work after awhile, and when
they stop working, the shit I gotta
eat each day is still there, piled
even higher than the day before! I
should just quit.

FRANK
And give up profit-sharing?

YESMAN
Fuck the profit-sharing!

Yesman SNAPS his phone shut. The back door of the van opens.
Shiro emerges, fiddling with a REMOTE CONTROL DETONATOR DEVICE.

SHIRO
What about profit-sharing?

YESMAN
Nothing. We're getting zero dinero,
Shiro. Mr. Power claims the Kong
expenses and this extravaganza we're
simulcasting, ate up the profits.

SHIRO
(waving detonator)

That stupid shit-head! All year, I
work 80 hours a week, no over-time!

YESMAN
Easy with that! You wanna blow us
up?

SHIRO
I blow him up! I blow him to Hell!

Yesman breaks into a sly grin. Shiro slowly nods.

YESMAN
Yes, sir. I believe this is gonna be
one helluva Fourth, eh Shiro?

EXT. KONG BALLOON - SAME TIME

Igor finds a spot where he can sit, then sees one of the old
ropes is coming apart. The wind picks up and the rope BREAKS.

IGOR
Uh-oh.

The strain on the other ropes causes them to SNAP one-by-one.
Another gust breaks the last one and the balloon sails away...
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EXT/INT. GOLDEN POND BUS - MOVING

Axe drives the old folks into Hoboken, which has not been changed
yet, except for the yogurt factory and concert/block demolition
set-up. Isabella BANGS her bed pan.

ISABELLA
Okay, everybody, when we get there,
fan out and spread the word: this is
our hometown, not Power's playground!

INT. THE MALL - DAY

MUZAK plays as Axe pushes Isabella past happy shoppers and
banners for blow-out sales. 

A sign at the LCD entrance says, "BE A STAR! OR JUST LOOK LIKE
ONE...SIGN UP NOW AND GET YOUR FREE MAKEOVER" with photo's of
celebs like Yo-Yo and the Sex Bombs.

INT. FELICIA'S OFFICE - LATER

Axe, still in the Orderly's uniform, pushes Isabella into the
office. Felicia greets them at the door.

FELICIA
Grandmother...what a nice surprise!

(to Axe)
Aren't you supposed to be taking her
to Golden Pond?

AXE
There's been a change in plans.

ISABELLA
Snap out of it, Felicity. Can't you
see? You've been brainwashed by Power!

FELICIA
Nonsense. I have a wonderful life. A
good career. My husband, Ian, has
just emerged from a long coma --

AXE
How did you know that?

FELICIA
Duh, I am his wife! Mr. Power called
and said Ian is making a special
announcement on the simulcast.

AXE
Something's screwy here.
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ISABELLA
Oh, my...if I hadn't told her about
our marching band, maybe none of
this would have happened.

AXE
(to Felicia)

You're the one who got Yo fired?!

FELICIA
Ms. Grinder? I didn't mean to --

Axe clocks her with a right to the jaw. As Felicia reels back,
her EARPIECE pops out. Isabella rolls over it with a CRUNCH.

ISABELLA
Sorry, dear. Can you still hear us?

FELICIA
Yes...yeah, I can...Grandmom?

(blinks hard)
What's going on?

ISABELLA
Good question. You said Ian is going
to be at the big shindig, but we
know where the real Igor is. Which
means --

AXE
They cloned Igor!

ISABELLA
No, it means Power set up an impostor
to take his place.

AXE
Shit -- excuse my French.

FELICIA
Shit...I just remembered something
Frank said about the yogurt.

EXT. KONG BALLOON, SOMEWHERE OVER THE HUDSON - DAY

Igor sees "POWER INC." BARGES heading towards New Jersey from --

IGOR
Manhattan...Brooklyn...Staten Island.
What's that stench?

As he flies over a barge he sees open tanks of RAW SEWAGE in
it.
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IGOR
Figures. Everyone dumps on Jersey.

Then further ahead, he sees a barge docked at the Hoboken Piers,
pumping its smelly cargo into "POWER YOGURT" TRUCKS.

IGOR
That's not very sanitary. Unless...

(eyes widening)
The shit and the yogurt are one in
the same!

EXT. STAGE AREA IN FRONT OF HEEBIE JEEBIES - DAY

It's the same set-up as in Igor's coma dream. Everyone in the
movie is here or on the way, made over somehow or in disguise.

The crowd CHEERS as Frank walks out on the stage, with Yolanda
and the Sex Bombs waiting in the wings.

FRANK
Yo-Yo and the Sex Bombs will be out
shortly. But first, I have a special
surprise. Fresh out of a two-month
long coma, I give you the next
President of the United States, IAN
GERE!

FIREWORKS EXPLODE as IAN TWO, Igor's dapper double, strides
out. The giant screens show Citizen Kane-type profile shots of
him.

IAN TWO
Thank you! And please give a big
hand to the people who were at my
side throughout this entire ordeal.
Mom, Dad -- come on out! Felicia?

Igor's parents sheepishly join Ian on stage. Frank looks around.

FRANK
Felicia has been delayed apparently,
but believe me, she'll make a great
First Wife! And Ian will make sure
she knows her place, right?

IAN TWO
You can bet on that, Mr. Power!

Standing under a "RETURN TO THE GOOD OLD DAYS PARTY" banner,
Yolanda turns to Sheena and Suzy, shaking her head in disgust.

YOLANDA
That bum. He could of at least called
me when he woke up.
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She leaves the stage as Ian Two continues, gazing towards heaven.

IAN TWO
During my coma, I had a vision. A
vision I want to share with you and
all America! I see...I see --

THE KONG BALLOON,

heading straight for the stage, with Igor dangling from one of
the broken ropes. Frank grabs a gun from a Cop and aims at Igor.

FRANK
It's a rogue look-alike! Kill him!

BLAM! BLAM! Igor ducks...helium HISSES out of the balloon as it
gets tangled in the scaffolding for the screens. Igor falls to
the stage. The helium they inhale makes them sound like
Munchkins.

IGOR
Mom, Dad, I'm the real Igor. That
guy's an impostor!

FRANK
(aims gun)

Surrender or die, you lunatic!

The Mayor grabs a mike from the podium in front of the GRAND
STAND, where the Councilmen and Foreign Dignitaries are seated.

MAYOR
That'll be enough shooting, Mr. Power.
We don't want any bystanders hurt.

Yolanda hears the commotion and heads back to the stage.

Igor sees SWEATY DELIVERY GUYS unloading cartons of frozen yogurt
from a refrigerated truck. Points at them, shouts --

IGOR
Mayor, listen to me! Power's importing
shit and turning it into yogurt. I
saw it with my own eyes!

MR. GRABOWSKY
This guy really is bonkers!

IGOR
I'm as sane as I ever was!

(walks up to dad)
If I wasn't your son, how would I
know you gave up your dream and sold
your oboe to pay the bills when I
was born?
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MR. GRABOWSKY
Don't you dare bring up my oboe! I
was good, dammit...

(to Ian Two)
You knew about my oboe, didn't you?

(Ian Two nods)
See, that don't prove nothin'.

IGOR
How 'bout this, then --

(drops pants)
Look at my ass, Dad!

MR. GRABOWSKY
All I see is a hairy, pimply butt.

MRS. GRABOWSKY
No dear, those aren't pimples. They
look like needle marks.

IGOR
Yeah, they coma-tized me! And they
had Axe, Isabella and the other rest
home patients drugged and tied up in
the basement of the Power Tower too!

Everyone just stares at him as if he was clearly insane, except
for Yolanda, who is standing off to the side of the stage.

FRANK
Well, Mayor?

MAYOR
I've seen enough. Arrest him.

As the Cops move in, Yolanda turns to Sheena and Suzy.

YOLANDA
Only the real Igor would do somethin'
that dumb. Crud!

IGOR
Yolanda!

Yolanda starts towards him, but Frank grabs her.

YOLANDA
Lemme go, you liar! Run, Igor!

Igor grabs a STRATOCASTER from a guitar player in the back-up
band and knocks a Cop off the stage, but more Cops surround
him.

IGOR
You'll never take me alive!
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He slings the guitar over his back and climbs up the scaffolding.
The Cops climb after him.

Igor grabs a rope from the balloon and SWINGS to the flat rooftop
of Heebie Jeebies. Frank yells to the Cops --

FRANK
Pull back until we disarm the
explosives! He's not going anywhere.

(to Yolanda)
I lied because Igor lost his mind,
and I didn't want you to see him
this way. But think about his parents
and those who came to love him as
Ian Gere...

She sees Igor's parents smiling proudly at Ian Two.

FRANK
Wouldn't it be better to believe he
was President, instead of that fool?

She looks up at Igor on the roof, still ranting.

IGOR
Take out your earpieces! Power's
sending subliminal messages to change
the way we think -- even what we
dream...

The Lifers ignore him and open cups of yogurt, but their plastic
spoons can't scoop out the frozen solid stuff.

IGOR
Don't eat it! I'm telling you the
yogurt is human excrement mixed with
bananas and god-knows-what-else...

The crowd BOOS. Distressed, Yolanda glances around, then sees --

Isabella leading a parade of LCD "rejects" towards the stage.
The seniors BANG on bed pans and play KAZOOS. They sing out,

ISABELLA
"Look what's coming up the street!"

OLD FOLKS
"Got a revolution, got a revolution!"

Igor stares in disbelief from the rooftop.

IGOR
"Volunteers of America"? Boy, those
guys really are old.
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Yolanda notices the Lifers are covering their ears in obvious
pain. She runs towards Igor and yells,

YOLANDA
Bag the speech and PLAY, Igor! Make
loud noise, like you used to!

Igor rips off the guard shirt to reveal his "CRUD" T-shirt,
FLICKS the switch on and launches into "Volunteers." 

His guitar BLASTS out of the amps and is simulcast over the
Lifers' earpieces. As the Lifers grimace and try to remove each
other's earpieces, Frank yells at the CAMERA CREW.

FRANK
You idiots, stop shooting -- go to a
commercial or something...Where the
hell is Yesman when I need him?!

NEXT TO STAGE

A Guard watches Igor play as TWO SUPERVIXENS in kinky outfits
approach. It's Felicia and Axe, made over like Sex Bombs.

AXE
This is humiliating. I look just
like the bimbo that took my place.

FELICIA
I know it's degrading, but it's our
only chance.

The Guard goes ga-ga as Felicia and Axe walk up to him.

AXE
Quit jerking off and let us through.

FELICIA
(elbows Axe)

Excuse her. We're Yo-Yo's new back-
up singers.

He steps aside. They head for the POWER MEGA-MEDIA VAN. Felicia
KNOCKS on the door. Yesman opens it.

YESMAN
Felicia? Wow, I like the new look!

FELICIA
Shut up and put this on the simulcast.
We're going to show the world what
Frank Power is really all about.

She hands him a VIDEO TAPE.
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EXT. STAGE AREA - SAME TIME

On the big screens, Frank appears in Felicia's office video.

FELICIA (ON TAPE)
It says it's made with "real fruit
and natural organic materials,
including reconstituted food
byproducts." What exactly does that
mean, Frank?

In the crowd, Lifers look at the LABEL on their yogurt cups.

FRANK (ON TAPE)
The short answer? Recycled shit.

FRANK
Lies, all lies -- that's not really
me! It's a computer-generated image,
like the one I created for Ian!

The Sinatra and Michael Jackson look-alikes shake their heads.
Bubbles the chimp walks over to the yogurt cartons, opens a cup
and sniffs it...then hurls the MELTING GOOP at Frank.

FRANK
You dumb monkey, look what you did!

Mr. Grabowsky gets a whiff of Frank.

MR. GRABOWSKY
Igor was telling the truth. Well Mr.
Power, we're sick of all this recycled
crap and we're not gonna buy it
anymore -- are we, people!

The crowd erupts and pelts Frank with yogurt. As Frank slips
and slides in the stuff, Axe walks up to Yolanda.

YOLANDA
Is that you, Axe?!

AXE
No, I'm a fucking Spice Girl now.

They hug. Suzy, Sheena and Venus come over.

VENUS
Who the hell are you?

AXE
Your replacement.

She knocks Venus out with the stun gun and turns to Yolanda.
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AXE
Let's jam, shall we?

The girls grab instruments from the back-up band. Frank literally
slips off the stage and takes refuge in...

EXT/INT. SHIRO'S DEMOLITION VAN - CONTINUING

Covered with shit, Frank grabs the REMOTE CONTROL DETONATOR.

FRANK
Well, Igor, looks like you and the
block are about to become history!

He presses the button. Nothing. He gets out of the van with the
remote control. Then BOOM! He spins around and sees --

THE YOGURT FACTORY GOING UP IN FLAMES

Igor swings down from the roof on a rope from the balloon, and
runs up to the Mayor and Police Chief, pointing at Frank.

IGOR
Where's his permit?

MAYOR
Permit?

IGOR
Yeah, you can't just go around blowin'
up shit!

The Chief nods at the Mayor as Frank walks towards them, still
holding the detonator.

FRANK
Somebody sabotaged my factory! Aren't
you going to do something about it?!

MAYOR
Looks to me like you pushed the
button. Can I see your permit?

FRANK
Certainly.

He takes the PERMITS from his suit pocket, hands them over.

MAYOR
These are for blowing up the block,
not the yogurt factory.

POLICE CHIEF
Mr. Power, you're under arrest. You
have the right to remain silent...
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FRANK
This is an outrage! You can't do
this to me. I've been framed!

(to Igor)
When I get out, there's gonna be
hell to pay, you ungrateful slob!

As Cops take Frank away, he sees Yesman, Shiro and Felicia
outside the broadcasting truck.

FRANK
I knew it! You're all in a conspiracy
against me! Paranoid, huh?! HA!

Yolanda and Axe continue playing on stage as Felicia takes off
her WEDDING RING and hands it to Igor.

FELICIA
Perhaps you can use this.

IGOR
Thanks, Miss Stone.

FELICIA
So what will you do now?

IGOR
I dunno, exactly...

(looks at Yolanda)
But I know who I wanna be with.
Provided she don't kill me first.

He smiles and looks at Yolanda on the stage. She waves at him
and turns to Axe as they continue jamming.

YOLANDA
Think I should give him one more
shot?

AXE
Yeah. He's okay for a fucking guy.

Igor climbs on stage. The crowd CHEERS as he and Yolanda kiss.

IGOR
Yolanda, I can't offer you much.
Come to think of it, I got even less
than when I started. But you always
stood by me -- well, almost always...

YOLANDA
What are you trying to say, Crud?

Igor pulls out the RING.
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IGOR
I love you, Yolanda. And if you're
crazy enough to want a guy like me,
I wanna marry you.

YOLANDA
I love you too. And I wouldn't trade
you for the world. Believe me, being
the next Britney ain't everything
it's cracked up to be.

IGOR
Does that like, mean...yes?

She rolls her eyes. He slips the ring on her finger, kisses
her.

YOLANDA
So why'd it take so long to ask?

IGOR
Because I'm STUPID...and because I
had to go through all this to figure
out what I really care about, I guess.

He picks up a guitar and plays... 

Windows RATTLE. Mothers cover their children's ears. Dogs HOWL
as Igor's parents shake their heads in wonder.

MRS. GRABOWSKY
He's no Stravinsky, is he?

MR. GRABOWSKY
No, but he's got...something.

MRS. GRABOWSKY
(nods)

He's got...style!

Igor thrashes away like he was eighteen again, but this time
it's his own tune he's playing.

FADE OUT

THE END


